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Maidstone Museum 
 
Benjamin Harrison Archive 
 
Volume 23 
 
 
[The bulk of this volume concerns the years 1905-7, though some events for the years around 
the turn of the century are accounted for in the first third of the volume. Many of these events 
have been dated by Edward Harrison and it is very possible that BH wrote them up from 
various diaries, or other means of recording events that he may not have accurately dated, 
around 1907, giving rise to memory lapses over the exact year of some the events described. 
His handwriting throughout this volume has been particularly difficult to read and has required 
some guesswork on the part of the transcriber.] 
 
Fly leaf. Clippings of 4 poems, or ‘Rondeaus’ to Boston. New York, Philadelphia and 
Baltimore by Robert Grant1. Photograph of a young girl in the kitchen washing clothes. 
 
P.1. Clipping about Mrs Gladstone’s death and the four lines of poetry on the wreath from the 
Princess of Wales (Princess Alexandra). 
 
In BH’s handwriting ‘Sermon on Mill’ [by] Veysey. ‘Sir John Evans has not seen however it 
seems to apply. I say it is absolutely unfair to draw an obtuse conclusion from the very little that 
is known unfair while such an overwhelming mass of fact remains unsure’.   
 
Extracts from Transactions of the Geologists Association on a visit to Well Hill (p.4).  It is 
stated that the hill is 600 feet ordnance datum and the higher levels lie above the Thanet sands 
and Woolwich beds. It is capped with rolled flints lying in a ‘highly fossiliferous, reddish 
unstratified sandy matrix’ in which fragments of chert and ragstone were found. Professor 
Prestwich is quoted as referring to the Lower Greensand beds in and around Sevenoaks with the 
Vale of Holmesdale lying six miles to the south. According to Professor Prestwich, the Well 
Hill gravel is a solitary patch of marine gravel of glacial age and is ‘a unique geological 
monument in the county’. The author of this account was Henry Walker and BH has a date of 
June 26th 1874 appended. 
 
P.2.  Under the title of ‘Knockholt and Sevenoaks Excursion p.36’ BH describes another outing, 
possibly of the Geological Society, to Chipstead tile yard, which is described as Pleistocene 
brick earths overlying gault clay’. Also noted is the redness at this site due to the oxidation of 
the iron present in the clay.  
 
A letter from Abbott follows in which the minerals in the Lenham beds are considered. The date 
given is June 2nd 1900:  
 

I am much obliged to you for your note re: Bullen and Harmer. Did Bullen give 
you a paper read before the Holmesdale Natural History Society?  
 

                                                
1 An American writer and lawyer whose appointment, after his retirement, as a judge in the 
notorious Sacco and Vanetti trial is what he is now chiefly remembered for 
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The searching for minerals in the Lenham beds dates back to Holbrook’s early 
days and I have referred to them in my paper on the denudation of the weald 
before the SE Union, or if I did not publish a list of what we found, I have got it. 
These minerals I further suggest point to the direction whence they came, 
namely the Belgian Ardenne. They travelled along the shore margin the lighter 
ones going furthest, the presence of the heavy minerals is my suggestion. I have 
also found in the… 

 
P.3. Continued from the previous page 
 

… pipes along the crest pieces of mica and other schists which undoubtedly came 
from that direction. I also recognise these in the coombe rock and gave our master 
my ideas on them again which you will find he refers to. I remember this as this 
was the first time he referred to anything I had done. Things are growing but it 
takes time.   

 
Printed picture of Pericles. 
 
 
P.4. Two ink/wash drawings of flints, one from N. Ash found on Easter Monday and the other 
from Ash Plain on Whit Monday. The first appears to be a knapped flint the second looks more 
like a naturally chipped flint. The name ‘Evans’ is appended to the first, which probably means 
that it was sent to Sir John Evans for his opinion. 
 
PP 5-6.  Two more ink/wash drawings of palaeoliths from North Ash, either found by, or more 
probably sent to, Sir John Evans and dated June 10th 1900. 
 
P.7. An account of a visit to Caesar’s Camp… Camberley  from p.289 of the Transaction of the 
Geological Association, not dated. The name, it is suggested, is a misnomer as the author 
suggests that the place was probably occupied prior to the Roman invasion, whose legion only 
occupied it temporarily. It is noted to occupy the northernmost spur of the Easthampstead plain 
near Bracknell with a commanding view of the Thames Valley. The north part of the spur is 
capped with closely-bound, ‘usual gravels for this county’ so closely bound together by oxide 
of iron and forming an effective protection for the ‘soft and incumbent strata of the Bagshot 
country’. 
 
P.8. Continues from previous page with more discussion as to the nature of the gravels seen. 
Crossing to the western side of the ‘camp’ on the scarp slope of the hill the ‘…so-called double 
ditches or valla’ are noted as ‘well-defined’. Captain King is quoted as expressing doubts as to 
the permanent habitability of this structure. 
 
The shorter missile range of early projectiles is discussed as a factor in the siting of the structure 
and its related defensive possibilities. 
 
P.9. Continues from previous page. More speculation about possible defensive positions and a 
conclusion that the whole edifice was British rather than Roman in origin though it is 
acknowledged that the Roman settlement close-by probably led to the association of the camp 
with Caesar. Circular hollows in the vicinity are deemed to be ‘pre-Roman pit dwellings’.  
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Ink/wash drawing of a broken palaeolith from North Ash found on an unspecified date and sent 
to Sir John Evans. 
  
P.11 [no p.10.] On Sunday June 17th 1900 BH noted a fine day. Mrs Hart arrived at 7. Wrote to 
Mr Bullen. Percy Martin expected to meet him but he did not arrive till 1. An interesting 
afternoon reading the Christmas number of Truth and Punch, after which BH Went to Furze 
Field, accompanied by Harben where they found Corydalis claviculata. After 9 BH spent the 
time ‘fiddling’ [by which he might have meant just messing about not doing anything very 
much or playing the fiddle, which instrument he could play as evidenced elsewhere in his 
notebooks].  
 
An extract from the Transcriptions of the Geological Association (no date) but p.145, by 
Professor Rupert Jones gives an exposition of the ‘geophysiography’ of the district [by which 
he meant south eastern England and north western France]. In this the denuding agents such as 
rain, rivers and ice, as phenomena effecting the sculpting of the land, are discussed.  
 
P.12. Continued from the previous page. The consequent features, noted as Tertiary strata, were 
coated with gravels. An example of an area showing the remnants of the Wealden plateau, is 
Hampstead. Flint tools, made often from the contents of the gravels are to be found in the 
diluvial and alluvial deposits.  
 
Another entry, this time about Watford, as understood by Whitaker who also discusses the 
glacial gravels found lying both above and below the boulder clay [of eastern England].  
 
P.13. Continued from the previous page. The sub-angular flints were not considered to have 
originated, it is suggested, from the 100 foot-high chalk deposits, but to have drifted there from 
other localities, as a result of the action of ice. P. 159 of this paper by Whitaker engages in 
speculation as to the geographical stratigraphy of the same area and the immense time taken to 
achieve the relationship between the chalks and the clay deposits. It is noted that, although most 
geologists believed this formation to be associated with a glacial period, Dr. John Evans and 
some others considered it to be post-glacial. 
 
P.14. Continued from the previous page. An explanation of what the term glacial actually refers 
to, and that within such an epoch there are warm periods.  It is noted that brick earth does occur 
under the boulder clay in places. Some speculation as to the exact origin of the gravel occurring 
deposited on the boulder clay, whether of riverine or glacial origin. Notes the relative nature of 
the term ‘glacial’ as the period lasted longer in the north of this landmass than the south.  
 
Ink/wash drawing of a palaeolith found in Styants Bottom by Allchin on June 21st 1900. Sent to 
Mr. Hood as an example of the rock shelter type of stone tool. 
 
P.15. A newspaper report of one of the ‘Artizan Lctures ‘given at the Maidstone Museum, this 
particular lecture having been delivered by Mr Bensted on the subject of chalk geology. 
 
P.16. Ink/wash drawing of ‘3 rudes and 1 pal included in Professor Packham’s set’ The eoliths 
are from West Yoke and the artefact is from Aylesford. 
 
P.18. BH omits 17. An extract from ‘Our Deathless Hope’ by John Pulsford in which it is noted 
that: 
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The products and substances of the whole world are submitted to the human 
body for approval: and both while we wake and while we sleep it is electing and 
rejecting, combining and assimilating. The creator is not content to float around 
man’s body, we in merely offering to him her products she sucks to enter into 
him, and to become his body. The universe has no higher aim than this. The 
tongue tastes and pronounces judgment upon all things, before it passes them 
onto the interior; but in the stomach passes a sterner judge, subduing and 
dissolving, extracting and subduing every drop and every atom are guarded and 
what cannot… 

 
 
P. un-numbered. Continued from previous page 
 

… cleansed is unceremoniously cast out. The saliva which is bland in the mouth 
becomes extremely inquisitorial in the invisible world of the body….  

 
This exposition of the human body continues to the first of two P 22’s. It is a particularly 
interesting exegesis as it embraces the concept of a deity and religious ideas involving the 
merging of the soul with God [which idea is part of the Hindu concept of the merging of the 
individual soul, the Atman with the divinity Brahman, and may be the result of the influence of 
Madame Blavatsky and Annie Besant of the Theosophical movement, well established by the 
turn of the century and which was a mixture of Hinduism and spiritualism]. 
 
P.20. Continued from the previous page, Pulsford’s paper. Ideas of spiritualism inform this 
paper on the human body. The concept of the merging of the human soul with god is explained 
thus  ‘…whether on this side or the other side of death enters into the Law of Eternity and finds 
that it is obedience to the eternal law which makes heaven, or the violation of it which makes 
hell’ . [The spiritualist concept of life after death being the ultimate stage in the evolution of 
man was becoming popular at this time and allowed individuals to square the circle as far a 
belief in a deity and life after death with Darwinian concepts of evolution.]2  
 
P.21. Here human digestion and transmutation is the metaphor chosen to illustrate how the ‘soul 
weaves for herself garments out of nature’ and both unites with and separates from nature. 
 
P.22. Pulsford’s thoughts on the human body and God continue. More bodily metaphors aimed 
at making clear the relationship between God and man, the skin; a wall between nature and man 
though at the same time possessing ‘minute lungs’ that absorb nature’s essences. The 
conclusion is that man’s body is a temple to God and if acknowledged as such, provides the 
conduit to eternal life in Heaven. Dated September 9th 1900. 
 
P.22 (the second p.22). A long poem, quite in keeping with the preceding entry, entitled ‘A 
Year Ago’ which emphasises the transience of all living things, including human life. [BH notes 
that it comes from his diary of April 16th 1866. This is interesting as it is further evidence that 
the numbered volumes are culled from actual diary entries made on, or around the day in which 
particular events occurred].  
 
P.23. The poem from p.22 continues.  

                                                
2 The inclusion of this paper and a letter from Alfred Russell Wallace, among other clues to be 
found in BH’s notebooks, point to the influence that spiritualism had upon him. 
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P.24. The poem from the previous page concludes and the date is recorded as October  23rd 
1901. There follows a quite illegible entry which starts: 
 

Remark made by Mr W[illiam]m Rogers Maplescombe ‘I think you rely too 
much on the imagination … there. The solid men complain that the idealist lives 
out the fundamental facts: the poet complains that the solid men leave out the sky. 
In every plant then are two ?...; one shouts down as ?... and one ?... . You must 
have the eyes of science to see the god in the rudes, you must have the vivacity of 
the poet to perceive …?’ 

 
P.25. A snippet from Miss Bevington’s work: a poetic piece about contentment with the natural 
world. Another snippet, this time from page six of Carlyle’s biography of his friend and fellow 
writer John Sterling published in 1851. Yet another snippet, this time from Thackeray, who 
provides an introduction to Miss Brandt’s ‘The Last Sketch’in The Cornhill Magazine 485 vol 
1. 
 
P.26. An extract from Omar Khayyam’s work, entry dated October 1895 in which the quatrain 
starting ‘We are the pieces and destiny plays the game…’ is followed by a quote, from 
Tennyson’s poem Maud, ‘Do we move ourselves, or are we moved by an unseen hand…’, the 
same spirit as that expressed in Omar Khayyam’s Rubaiyat. There is another literary reference, 
this time from Don Quixote from which Sancho Panza is quoted as comparing life to a game of 
chess.  
 
An entry from The Cornhill Magazine of April 1871 in which Nathaniel Hawthorne quotes 
from one of Abraham Lincoln’s speeches.  
 
A recollection of Miss Cushman’s whose experience at the theatre when a man threw himself 
from the gallery is recalled. 
 
P.27. A thought about narrow minds that cannot be enlarged, above which are the names 
‘Prestwich’ and ‘Evans’. 
 
A jingoistic entry about the relative merits of Italy and England. Followed by an entry about the 
similarity of London to the grave, where any man may make himself at home!  
 
On March 31st 1891 at 3.25, BH talks about how glad he was that the unnamed recipient 
approved of what appears to have been the copy of part of a letter in which a transcript of part 
of his autobiography was contained. ‘I am truly glad that you like the introduction, for I was 
rather afraid that it might appear absurd and impertinent to be talking about myself, when 
nobody that I know of, has requested information on the subject’. 
 
P.28. The entry from the previous page continues in which BH outlines his character saying; ‘I 
am good for anything in the literary way till after the first autumnal frost, which has somewhat 
the same such an effect on my imagination that it does on the flowers here about me, 
multiplying, brightening its hues, though they are lovely before…’ .He goes on to talk of 
flowers, herbs and weeds, noting that what one person calls a weed another exhaults as a prize 
specimen, [a clear reference to eoliths and the reaction they provoke in academic circles]. He 
refers to a situation that happened in 1871. 
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P.29. The entry from the previous page continues with reference to philology and the meaning 
of words using examples such as Theos, Deus & Deva. There follows a short quotation in the 
spirit of the above entry with no evidence of its source. 
 
P.30. A poem entitled ‘A pigs tale… a goblin story’ of weird imaginings during sleep, all of 
which the writer dreamed following a late meal of pork. 
 
P.31. The poem from the previous page continues 
 
P.32. The poem from the previous page continues 
 
P.33. The poem concludes. A small newspaper clipping attached with a poem entitled ‘Genius” 
by Westland Marston. 
 
P.34. An entry about the connection between etymology and mythology in which information 
about Polhill and a possible Celtic … cult, suggested by the name is recorded. Mention is made 
of the Syrian Baal and a connection is made between this god and the Celtic Belu or Belens. 
There follows an entry about Yorkshire that also deals with etymology and mythology.  
 
Closer to home, the next entry is about Rose Wood, near Ivy Hatch, and the different names it 
has been given. The theme of etymology and mythology continues with some reflection on 
Nordic deities and how their names may be incorporated into place names. 
 
P.35. An entry under the title of ‘Stevenson on Unspoken Lies’. BH shares the view that ‘The 
cruellest lies are often told in silence…’ and that those who do this are guilty of ‘vile’ calumny. 
This, as the following entry suggests, was a reference to the distress that BH’s detractors caused 
him, of which Sir John Evans was prime perpetrator.  
 
In 1899, Lady Prestwich, the widow of Sir Joseph Prestwich and a fellow eolithophile, wrote 
about Evans’s ‘consistency’ suggesting that BH should reform him. BH quotes part of his letter, 
which prompted her reply: ‘He persists in persisting in his obstinacy but his consistency 
consists in being inconsistent’.  
 
The following entry is a copy of Sir John Herschel’s address on the occasion of the opening of 
Eton Library in 1833. It continues to P. 36. Interspersed with an undated newspaper article on 
the Romance of the Thames Valley. 
 
P.36. Reference to the annual meeting of subscribers of the British School at Athens with some 
quotes. 
 
P.37. The above entry continues with selective quotes, one of which is about ‘slip-shod, off-
hand style’. A newspaper clipping with a drawing of Herbert Spencer in celebration of his 
birthday. 
 
P.38. Conclusion of the address to the subscriber’s to the British School at Athens annual 
meeting.  
 
A copy of part of a poem by William Watson, dated April 9th 1901. It is entitled ‘Rome and 
another’. 
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P.39. The first verse of a poem about living within one’s means. This continues to P.40. 
 
P.40. Five more verses of the poem commenced on the previous page. Deluge and the elements 
is a theme here.  
 
P.41. This entry is entitled ‘Notes on Anne Belene’. It is taken from a book or paper on the life 
of Queen Elizabeth printed 1526. 
 
P.42. BH quotes part of the work of Frans Hans Sachs from The Cornhill Magazine October 
1879 that he read on April 20th 1902. The theme is ‘refined man’ and the inclusion of this may 
be a reflection of BH’s view of himself, or at least, how he would like to see himself. 
 
P.43.  Nansen’s Farthest North, pp. 5 and 205.  There is no quotation or any more detail about 
Nansen. 
 
An entry for Dec 10th1900. The motto for the day in the English Almanac was, ‘He is happy 
whose circumstances suit his temper: but he is most excellent who can suit his temper to his 
circumstances’.  Another quote follows and is in a similar vein but with no attribution.  
 
Copy of a letter from the assistant secretary of the Royal Society, dated May 12th 1902. The 
letter is in response to a request from BH about examples of (purportedly) worked flint that he 
would like to see exhibited. The response declines this invitation on the grounds that the 
exhibits suggested by BH add nothing new to any debate about flint tools. The signatory is R C 
Hanson, Assistant Secretary to the Royal Society. 
 
P.44. A newspaper clipping about the proposal to erect a memorial institute to John Ruskin in 
Birmingham by ‘Verax’. It deals with the benefits of reading widely. Small clipping on one of 
Mr Temperley Grey’s characters with a snippet of a poem as recited by him. None of the above 
is dated. 
 
P.45. A few thoughts from the President of Magdalen College Oxford, Dr Reuth. He writes  
about, or possibly as, a very old man in conversation with a young an enthusiastic student. The 
entry concludes with a wise bit of advice (largely illegible) from the old to the young.  
 
An article from The Cornhill Magazine dated October 1876 and entitled ‘Amongst the Heather’. 
This is an account of a wet walk on heathland and continues to the next page, also numbered 45. 
 
P.45. A largely illegible but apparently witty aphorism followed by another of the same. 
 
P.46. An entry headed ‘Witch Ashby of Styant’s Bottom’:  
 

When a boy and going to and fro to Seal School in the later 40’s in passing by 
cottages at the bounds of the parish I used to hurry past the houses because one of 
the occupants, a woman named Ashby was said to be a witch. At that time a man 
named Barker of Heaverham and keeper on the St Clere Estate, kept a small pack 
of beagles – It was said these hounds one day raided a house and got into it so 
close that it was a marvellous escape, having reached up to Mrs Ashby’s back 
door. On going to the house Barker found this old lady in a state of great 
excitement and in profuse perspiration. However they concluded that the hare was 
herself and on getting home she became transformed to herself again.   
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In keeping with this little bit of local folklore, BH goes on to consider ‘Comparative Folk Lore’ 
an article from The Cornhill Magazine dated January 1876. It is referred to as ‘The debris of 
ancient mythology…’ . This piece is a mix of ethnographic and natural history observations and 
extrapolation from these. It continues to P.48.  
 
P.48. A poem entitled ‘Darwinian Idyll’. Very much in the tradition of the ode to a noble ideal, 
in this case a race. 
 
P.49. The entry continues the piece from P.46, and starts with an extract from The Story of 
Primitive Man by Edward Clodd, p.154. Clodd in turn quotes Mr Elton:  
 

It seems reasonable to connect the rule of abstaining from certain kinds of food 
with the superstitious beliefs that the tribes were descended from the animals 
from which their names and castes and bodies were derived. There are several 
legends which appear to be based on the notion that a man might not eat of the 
animal flesh after which he and his tribe was named x x . The hare is now an 
object of disgust in some parts of Russia, as well as West Brittany, where many 
years ago the peasants could hardly endure to hear its name. The older Welsh 
laws contain general allusions to the marginal character of the hare, which was 
thought to change its sex every month or year and to be the companion of the 
witches who were believed to assume its shape.  

 
The following entry is about Beacon, or as it is more commonly known, Raspit Hill. Beacons 
are described as being ‘Rude though efficient means, by which, before the days of the electric 
telegraph, the tidings of great events…’  For example, the need to communicate any incursion 
made by the French during the Napoleonic war. 
 
P.50. Copy of a letter from Darwin to Lyell, dated November 23rd 1859. ‘I rejoice profoundly 
that you intend admitting the doctrine of modification in your new editing. I honour you most 
sincerely to have maintained the position of a master, one side of a question for 30 years and 
then deliberately give it up is a fact to which I much doubt whether the records ?offer more a 
parallel.’  
 
The following entry records part of an account of Lyell’s visit to the Biddenham gravel pits near 
Bedford in 1861. The visit was made at the invitation of James Wyatt who had discovered two 
stone implements. The connection of stone tools with the ice age is made. A copy of another 
letter from Darwin to Lyell on the subject of chalk pipes, of which one had appeared, three 
years previously, close to Down House and which required a considerable amount of earth to 
fill. Darwin notes that the area filled in subsided a few days previously and concluded that this 
shows clearly how active are the geological processes. This entry is not dated. 
 
P.51. An extract from The Pall Mall Gazette involving French poetry and extracts from the 
Aeneid as well as extracts from Tennyson and other poets. 
 
P.52. An entry dated April 3rd 1860 about Wealden denudation and the immense time required 
for this process to have occurred.  This entry [which I think is part of the same sequence of 
correspondence between Darwin and Lyell that includes the letter from P. 50], continues to 
P.53. This letter is dated April 3rd 1860.  
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The following lines appear in another copy of part of this correspondence:  
 
Sedgwick… has reviewed me savagely and unfairly in The Spectator’. The writer 
includes much abuse and is hardly fair in several respects. He would eventually 
lead anyone who is ignorant of geology to suppose that I had inserted the great 
gaps between  … geological formations… but my dear old friend Sedgwick with 
his noble heart is old … . 

 
P.53. The entry from the previous page continues:  
 

It is hard to please everyone: you may remember in your last letter I asked you to 
leave out about the Wealden downs denudation: I told ?.. was (what is now of the 
Irish Geological Survey) and he blamed my work, for he believed every word it 
and thought it not at all exaggerated. In fact geologists have no means of gauging 
the infinitude of past time. 

 
P.53. The following entry quotes from Huxley on the topic of Genesis, from Volume 11 of 
Darwin’s Life, p. 181: ‘Genesis is honest to the core, it professes to be no more than it is, a 
repository of vulnerable traditions of unknown origin, claiming no scientific content and 
possessing none’. 
 
P.54. An entry in the notebook for Sunday August 20th 1905 that records rain in the morning 
which fact no doubt affected BH’s decision to stay at home and index his notes all day.  
 
On Wednesday August 24th 1905 BH had a long and interesting discussion with Mr JH Leonard 
who was a pupil of Professor Bonney, and who knew John Hale (a friend of BH’s from Ivy 
Hatch). They settled down for an afternoon of flint inspection with Mr Leonard accepting the 
striated flints as artefactual. He made a few observations about the general  ‘polish’ of the 
striated eoliths, which did not however extend to the striations. 
 
P.55. The account of an afternoon spent with Mr Leonard from the previous page continues. Mr 
Leonard spoke about Bonney whom he thought was ‘…a very cautious man’ and also talked of 
the Royal Society’s disinclination to alter its opinion despite their mission, which was ‘to 
winkle out the truth’. Mentions a book by Mr Nicholson, the second edition of which he altered 
to correct inaccuracies. This, it is maintained by Mr Leonard, prevented his being awarded his 
Fellowship of the Royal Society.   
 
On August 29th 1905. At 3.15 BH was disturbed by his wife’s need to have her pillow re-
adjusted, after which he could not sleep. He arose and, as he puts it, ‘knocked off…’ a verse or 
two of doggerel about ‘three ardent Frenchmen’  
 
On Monday 28th August 1905 BH worked till 4.30 as it was raining. Thunder followed and he 
received a visit from Sir Mark Collett at 1.30. 
 
P.56. Newspaper clippings about a wedding of Miss Miss Margaret Evans-Gordon, an 
Ighthamite, to Lord Stanley’s son. 
 
P.57. Two lines of a poem by Ralph Waldo Emerson, for whom BH had much admiration.  
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Sunday September 3rd was a fine day on which BH went to the Hop Field. He met a gentleman 
from Kemsing who accompanied him on his walk. Sketch of an eolith in red ink that Mr 
Devreaux, - the same gentleman from Kemsing - found whilst out on their walk. On this day 
BH received news of the death of Rebeccah. 
 
P.58. September 3rd 1905. A poem, much of which is illegible but starts ‘Now rise..’. It is about 
matters lithic and mention is made of ‘pals’ and WG [Worthington Smith] It concludes ‘Crush 
not the finds of poor old Ben, strange ?] then should …  be twix Tweedledum and Tweedledee’. 
Dated April 3rd.1905. 
 
On Wednesday September 6th 1905, BH records a most oppressive day that gave him a 
headache all day and made him sweat. He has pasted in a newspaper clipping detailing this 
weather phenomenon and the heavy rains that followed on Wednesday, which BH also records 
in his own words. 
 
P.59. A record of the gales and severe rain that followed the previous Wednesday’s oppressive 
weather. Hops on their wires were blown down.  
 
On Sunday 10th September 1905, BH met Dr King for a chat. The evening of that day was clear 
and cold.  In red ink BH has written ‘Clodd’3, and what follows appears to be the copy of a 
letter from this gentleman thanking BH for his update on the latest finds. He is unable to visit to 
view these latest finds, for some while. Dated September 12th 1905.  
 
On Sunday September 17th the weather was fine with a gentle breeze from the east. BH went to 
a pit [possibly at Terry’s Lodge], but Larkby did not turn up so BH walked with ?... from 11 to 
12.45 and found many small worked flints in the surface drift. Inevitably he collected some to 
take home, one of which was a flake on which he noticed an errailure. Quotes Ruskin, another 
of his favourites, though his writing is illegible and obscures the quote. 
 
P.60. Blank 
 
P.61. Conclusion of entry from P.59. Drawing in red ink of eoliths, one of which appears to 
have a bulb of percussion. Section drawing of a pit on Terry’s Lodge (770 feet OD) showing the 
level at which the eoliths were found and other features.  
 
At an evening meeting of the South East Union of Scientific Societies 1905, Flinders Petrie and 
Professor Adams read a paper. Copy of a letter, dated 16th September 1905 from Flinders Petrie 
to BH:  
 

…Thank you for your letter and your kind invitation to come and see you and 
your eolith pit. I much wish I could but I am closely tied with work that I fear that 
I can’t spare a day before I go to Egypt. Your new example that you sent a 
drawing of is indeed a determining one.  
 
Have you thought of photographing the new crucial specimens, in double the 
actual size so as to show the details as closely as possible.   

                                                
3 Edward Clodd, born in Margate in 1830, was an acquaintance of BH whose interests in the 
antiquity of man he shared. He was a banker, writer and anthropologist who moved in academic 
and cultured circles. Among other things he wrote The Childhood of the World…’ 
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I should think that publishing such enlarged views of a few examples which you 
can presently swear to as being found in undisturbed gravels would be most 
important matter as evidence . 

 
P.62. On July 31st 1905 records the marriage at St Michael’s Cathedral, of the Rev John Sumner 
and Catherine Elizabeth Polehampton (Rev Polehampton’s, late Rector of Ightham, daughter).  
 
September 18th 1905, Mr Barry saw a very large owl fly across the street. September 20th 1905, 
Mrs Diney’s death reported as was Mr Harry Bayley. Mrs Miller and Mrs Fergusson called and 
had a very long and interesting chat with BH.  
 
Sunday September 24th saw the east wind turn to rain. At 3 Larkby called bringing with him the 
‘magnificent spoil from Knockholt’. The spoil included both pals and eos. There follows a short 
description of the pit and the chalk pipe showing the eolith bearing section. Russell Larkby 
focused on a particular point of the pipe from which had been recently found ochreous flint.  
 
P.63. Continuation of the narrative from P.62. BH read Lambarde’s Perambulations that 
evening, in particular the entry about West Malling. September 204h the etymology of the place-
names of Wrotham, Redhill, Seal and Sevenoaks are considered. He notes that Wrotham is 
probably a derivation from old Dutch. Also records that Napoleon, the winner of many great 
battles, was always beaten at Chess.  
 
Records the name of J. Reichel … Seal, Sevenoak though does not explain the reason for so 
doing.  
 
Copy of part of an article from The Cornhill for October 1905. It is entitled ‘New Chemistry: to 
be applied’.  Discusses the elements, Thorium and others.  
 
P.64. A poem. Almost illegible but which consists of three four line verses about nature, in 
which eoliths get a mention. He also mentions Abbott and himself.  
 
Two clippings from a journal, not named; the first a short article about Marcellin Boule and his 
beliefs about Tertiary man and the relationship to eoliths, the second, a review of George 
Clinch’s 20 page summary of Early Man. Below this is written ‘Atheneum, September 23rd 
1905’. 
 
P.65. Copy of a letter from ‘J.RL to CAR’ [Russell Larkby to Clement Read]:  
 

I don’t know if you have been advised but Mr Harrison is busy sinking another 
section on the crest of the escarpment near the 770 OD stone (bench mark 
ordnance survey) a little to the east of Terry’s Lodge section. I was down there 
on Sunday last and visited the pit, and succeeded in finding two of three very 
interesting eoliths in situ. The section is about 5 feet deep at the time of visiting 
although I believe he intends to take it to a level to test the nature of the 
underlying deposit. The material from which I dug out the eoliths, mentioned 
above, is of a sandy clayey nature and the implements occur somewhat 
sparingly both in rolled and unrolled condition. 
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According to the latest thing for an origin of these forms that of a centrifugal 
separation at Mantes – rolled and unrolled flints should not occur together. So 
far as I have been able to examine the implements from the section they show 
very few incipient cones of percussion caused by impact during deposition, and 
seems to point to gentle conditions of the depositing agent. The occurrence of 
rolled eoliths at 770 feet OD is, I think, a very important piece of evidence for 
the antiquity of these forms. I sincerely hope no Frenchman’s theory will not 
pass unchallenged, although I regret the absence of any note on the matter in the 
current number of Man.  

 
P.66. Letter from previous page continues: 
 

Would it be possible to exhibit a series of those newly acquired specimens at 
some meeting of the Anthropological Institute in order to show the variety in 
their condition. This at all events would serve as an answer to the French theory. 
It would not be necessary to read notes on the implements as they are 
sufficiently definite to speak for themselves. As the implements have been 
pilloried in public, we are naturally anxious to remove the odium as soon as 
possible.   

 
This letter is not dated but must have been written on or around September 1905. 
 
On September 25th 1905, Mr Hyde Clark, who arrived by the 10.09 train, had a long chat with 
BH on many matters, including philosophy and type specimens. They went to the pit on Terry’s 
Lodge and returned at 4.30. Writing becomes quite illegible but BH seems to describe another 
visitor to the same site that day, Sir Mark and Lady Cross. BH notes that they had resided in 
Western Australia for fifteen months. He notes that they were interested in the use of mud as 
part of mourning rituals [among the aboriginal people of that area]. 
 
P.67. The illegible account from the previous page concludes with BH concluding that the job 
[the sinking of his latest pit] was done thoroughly but at great cost. Mr Hinton stayed with Mrs 
East from Friday till Wednesday.  
 
A letter to J. Russel Larkby of the Anthropological Institute dated 28th September 1905:  
 

… Some time ago you may remember, you were good enough to write a paper on 
eoliths, which we were unable to use at the time, owing to the amount of matter 
that we had in hand. Now however, we propose to open Man’s pages to a 
discussion on this subject in the August Man. There was a short note by Mr OM 
Dalton on Obermeir’s work in the Allgemein Tertiary on ‘Machine made eoliths’. 
A reply to this note will appear in the October number, and if you would care to 
join in the discussion we should be very glad to welcome any contribution you 
may care to make. I may add that we want to keep the discussion as much as 
possible on the lines shown in these two papers. … Hugh J. Kingsford. 

 
P.68. A poem of what M Boule said to Obermeir ‘Said Mons Boule to Obermeir “twas you 
began this bobbing” Said Obermeir to Mons Boule “Twas you began, I ran” Said Worked B it 
seems to me a vain to jealous jobbing Just take your swag, and cease your brag or we shall have 
a row’.   
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Yet another poem about holidays in continental lands and meeting with ‘… learned 
Frenchmen…’. It is of course about flints/eoliths and the debate as to their artefactual nature.  
 
On October 1st 1905, BH and Hinton went from Boro’ Green to see the section at Statles Wood, 
a pit sunk by FJ Bennett. In a bank besides the road, next to this pit they note chalk pellets, 
similar to those seen in Seal and other places. BH is puzzled by this phenomenon and cannot 
account for it. They note a drift of confusingly arranged ironstone. In this same wood they also 
found Neolithic flints, many flakes and cores. From there they went on to the sand pit at 
Pascall’s Courtyard. 
 
P.69. Continued from the previous page. The cross-hatching ironstone at Pascall’s is noted to be 
of particular interest and worth photographing. They spent time examining a deep section of 
brickearth which choked the valley up to a divide which he describes as ‘striking’. The flint 
drift below the brickearth is noted as is the trail that ascends the slope. He comments that there 
is ‘no southern drift’. The massive block of ironstone was commented upon and it was 
compared to the blocks of Oldbury stone seen in the brickearths at Crown Point. They looked 
cursorily at the gault, noting the ‘battered & buried’ flints, which contained ‘no typicals’ 
[eoliths]. They moved on to Cooper’s brickyard where they note that the gault section was 
capped at 10 feet by ?... with flint gravel at the base. After a visit to the sand pit, they arrived 
home at one where Mr Bennett was awaiting them with his nieces. Mr Hinton is said to have 
‘accepted’ [eoliths as artefacts]. The weather noted to be coldish with an easterly wind. 
 
On the Wednesday after Harvest Festival Sunday, BH attended the harvest festival offerings, 
which display was the work of Miss Selby who, BH says, always did this well.  
 
P.70. A two-line aphorism about connections between mothers and war.   
 
A two line quote from the Odes of Horace in Latin and the translation ‘If fit be the belly, feet 
and sides a king’s estate no greater good provides’.  
 
Copy from Nature Sept 28th 1905: the author refers to M Boule, and his account of machine-
made eoliths, in a paper in Anthropologie xv1 no 3 that discusses Boule’s findings, including 
the comment about the ‘beautiful work…’ noted in one particular machine-made eolith. 
 
P.71. The copy from the previous page continues. The features shown on some of the machine-
made eoliths, such as a bulb of percussion, commonly regarded as indicative of human 
workmanship, are noted. The conclusion is that Boule’s work dismantles the belief that eoliths 
confirm a greater antiquity of humanity than the stone tools found in other gravels. The 
conclusion is somewhat contradictory since it says ‘eolith forms may be due to human agency 
but independent proof of the contemporary existence of many in the area of questioning…’. 
Three sketches of eoliths in red ink.  
 
Wednesday October 14th 1905 heralded a stormy day in which BH records the plans for an 
excursion to Crowslands and Dunton. The excursion ended at Percy Martin’s with Bennett and 
Hinton arriving there to discuss BH’s notes on the pit at Terry’s Lodge with a view to writing a 
paper. Trotter visited the previous day to celebrate his birthday.  
 
A copy of an article, on ‘Truth’, which, it was noted ‘…will burst like a bubble at a touch’.  
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P.72. Continuation of the article on truth. What follows appears to be a critique of the entry 
regarding truth, in which it is concluded that such views are highly individualistic and as such 
must be considered ‘…as a mark of weakness’.  
 
Quotation from Lambarde’s  Perambulations, p. 513. BH parodies Tennyson’s 1854 narrative 
poem ‘The Charge of the Light Brigade’ substituting ‘Canons to the right of them…’ with ‘Eos 
to the right of them…’. One can only think that BH saw eoliths as disregarded, or badly used, as 
the soldiers of this brigade who provided the canon fodder in this battle at Balaclava during the 
Crimean War.  
 
On Sunday October 8th 1905 another poem about a visit to a brickyard. He visits the mill there, 
perhaps with the intention of milling flints in order to observe the results and compare it with 
the work of Marcellin Boule at Mantes. This account also parodies Tennyson’s Charge of the 
Light Brigade. 
 
P.73. The conclusion of the entry from the previous page. There follows an entry involving an 
accusing constable and a presiding judge. The latter dripped a blot of ink on the charge sheet 
and blotted the charge out forever recording the verdict ‘…justifiable…’  
 
Dated the 8th October, a copy of letter, or comment about Marcellin Boule’s experiments at 
Mantes in which he says ‘The cement apparatus at Mantes is not an ordinary pigs? mill but the 
agitating rake travels at the rate of 14 feet per second at the outer end. Then returns its 
contents… There are some photographs of the products’. 
 
On Sunday 8th October, 1905, on a fine but dark day BH started out at 9.30 to a brickyard where 
he examined the form of the flints he found there.4 He states that he found none similar to the 
forms that came from his latest pit at Terry’s Lodge. Clearly relieved about this he made his 
way to Wrotham and the Bull, where he took refreshment and afterwards made his way through 
Stanley’s land where he observed the ochreous drift. He found no eoliths or stone tools and was 
home by three. He did however find a fossilized Chara in the gault, which he says was a first. 
 
P.74. The previous account concludes on this page with BH noting the interesting find and that 
he copied his pit notes for Hinton.  
 
The following entry is a copy of Sir John Evans’s first letter on Machine-made Flints, and is 
dated 24th September 1905: ‘With regard to the Eolithic question. I have just seen the articles in 
French and German by Marcellin Boule and Dr Obermeir and so far as appearance in the 
photographs goes there can be no doubt that the accidental products in the French cement works 
present most of the peculiarities of the plateau specimens. I have not however seen any of the 
actual flints’.  
 
There follows an undated entry from Shilling on the Park Farm brickyard: ‘I directed Shilling to 
go and very carefully examine the Perry Hill flints and see if he could find any typicals or 
approaching. As I was going to yours I met him in field returning with a friend who also helped. 
Before I got close to where he said “wont do for. There ain’t any – Couldn’t find one” and 
producing one from his pocket said “those are the nearest”. I at once thought again of the 
examinations… 

                                                
4 BH clearly took Marcellin Boule’s paper seriously and set out to see for himself the effect that 
milling had on flints 
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P.75. October 15th 1905.  BH spent a cold day in the museum (his own in the attic of his home). 
Mr Perry visited at mid-day and they went on to an enjoyable visit to Malling.  
 
On October 22nd 1905 BH spent the whole day at home till 4 when Hinton visited. He and 
Hinton then arranged a display in readiness for the following Friday.  
 
A newspaper clipping, in which BH notes a considerable snowfall on the 12th October 1887. An 
undated entry follows in which cold weather is discussed with autumn frosts of between 8 – 16 
degrees locally and in Oxford noted, accounting for the poor garden displays. Gradual warming 
saw the elms only with a remaining golden tint to their leaves. Another almost illegible entry, 
about the sale of the Camp and Court Lodge. 
 
P.76. Continuation of the previous entry with M… farm, purchased by A…  of Broomsleigh 
and Stansted Court purchased by Mr Hohler.  There follows a two line entry about allotments at 
Bay Shaw followed by mention of J. Basset’s ? and another two liner about Mr Anquetil and a 
ship. The death of Major Purvis of heart failure during the week is noted, having only been 
resident in the village for a month. Another mention of a purchase of the Camp by Mr Hohler 
and the Court by Colonel Bailey .  
 
On Sunday October 29th 1905 Hinton visited BH at three and stayed to examine eoliths, some of 
which he later took for display at the Science and Geological Association meeting.  
 
The day dawned wet on November 5th 1905 but that did not deter BH from visiting Seal Chart 
and ‘the grave’ [he does not clarify this statement further]. He mentions the continuation of the 
old road and that the presence of a grave may signify that particular point as being important.  
 
On the 7th November 1905 BH heard good news from Ted (his son, later Sir Edward Harrison, 
Inland Revenue Barrister) and he was determined to celebrate by taking a long walk, which he 
started at 11.30. 
 
P.77. The account from the previous page continues in which BH notes the definite autumnal 
nature of the day. At Court Lodge he called in on Mr Miller after which he continued to Two 
Chimney House and then on to the pit. Frank Butcher receives a mention in relation to a 
‘…very interesting flake…’ found near Birches and which bore interesting flaking, was deeply 
ochreous and also had striations and a bulb on one side. On his way home BH says his good 
fairy came to his aid and he found some flakes in a ‘… very pretty corner of Broom’s Field’. 
 
On Sunday 12th November 1905 the rain did not deter BH from visiting Broom’s Field where he 
found five whole Palaeolithic flakes. He notes the presence of a sprinkling of white chert gravel 
on the upper part of the field, and it was here that the flakes emanated providing, he concludes, 
‘Some new evidence’.  
 
On Monday 13th November 1905 BH went to the Rock Shelter and on to Boro’ Green to catch 
the 9.40 train. He ended up at St Pauls inadvertently passing the station at which he should have 
alighted. He went by way of Upper Thames Street and the London barge and then by bus to the 
Town Hall. Lunch was taken in company with Colonel Bevington and Mr Friend, a librarian. 
 
P.78. Continuation of the account from the previous page. BH arrived home by train at 4.44 
from Holborn after a long and tiring journey as the train ‘…shunted at Swanley to allow the 
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Maidstone fast train to pass’.  The provision by Colonel Bevington of two large ‘eos’ to the 
Natural History Museum is noted.  
 
Dated November 5th 1905 and under the headline ‘Professor Ray Lankester’ there follows a 
copy of a letter. ‘I was operated on again on Monday and am ill in bed. I will return your eoliths 
and plates when I get back to the museum. Thank you for your poem. I think the word eolith 
has been applied by some of the French and Belgians to chips which are not true eoliths. Hence 
other forgeries easily show that they can be produced by machines. The real eoliths – yours and 
Prestwich’s are undoubtedly the work of man. I have arranged three sets in the case in the 
museum which render doubt impossible.’ 
 
P.79. Sunday November 19th 1905. On what was a fine day, though tempered by a cold east 
wind, BH went to Brooms Field in the morning and found several cave flakes.  He met Percy 
Martin in the afternoon.  
 
On Sunday 26th November it was very wet. By the 3rd December it was cold and foggy and BH 
went to Mr Anquetil’s to see his groups of flint, in which he noted several cave flakes and many 
Neolithic artefacts.  He then made his way to some excavations being undertaken by ? who the 
day before had found ‘a beautiful pal’. He then went on to Middle Wood gate where he 
inspected the find spots that he notes were ‘in positions and holes where recent removals had 
taken place’. BH’s writing is almost illegible after this statement. 
 
P.80. Sketches in red ink of four eoliths: two crescent forms and two trinacrials. A copy of part 
of a letter from E. Ray Lankester who notes that ‘Trinacrion is the old name for Sicily. I must 
come and see the pit and hope to dig about Easter time. Sincerely yours, E Ray Lankester’. 
 
P.81. Copy of a letter from Hazzledine Warren, dated November 25th 1905:  
 

… You may have heard, or at least will surely hear, that there is going to be an 
eolith meeting at the Anthropology Institute on December 19th. I have sent an 
article to Man giving my views on the subject and they have asked me to, as it 
were, open the case for the prosecution, at the meeting on December 19th. I have 
agreed to do this, but before it takes place I should like to see your collections, 
and hear what you have to say at first hand. I am always open to criticism if I can 
see that my present position is wrong I would gladly accept the theory if I could 
see my way to, as it is just what we want to fill up the early history of man. 
Would Monday December 4th be convenient to you? I should try and get down 
about 12 or 1 o’clock. I think Wrotham is your nearest station. Yours Faithfully, 
S. Hazzledene Warren. 

 
P.82. December 4th 1905. Samuel Hazzledine Warren arrived at 1 and stayed till 5. They went 
on a hurried walk to the rockshelters and BH mentions the excavation close to the site of the 
earlier British Association dig. Also records news of a ‘…very beautiful example found by Mr 
Anquetil on Saturday’. The weather was dark and foggy and the planned ride to the pit was 
abandoned on account of these conditions.  
 
On Sunday December 10th the day dawned bright and frosty. BH was at the station at 8.30 and 
walked from there to Ash calling in on Dally who then lived at Mr Day’s in north Ash. This 
gentleman showed [and possibly gave] BH ‘3 very fine pals and Neos.’ BH arrived home by 
4.30, feeling lively, but having not visited south Ash, as seems to have been part of the day’s 
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plan. The following days saw very cold weather with fog and frost. BH stayed in. The fog in 
London was a record one lasting for 36 hours before partially clearing. It was said that it was 
impossible even to see a yard ahead and a correspondent of BH’s in London said they lost their 
way to the office. These conditions started on December 11th. 
 
P.83. BH records the occasion of his birthday on December 14th 1905, a dull foggy and by no 
means  ‘…cheery day’.  Will Daniels was buried on Tuesday and Colonel Baily bought Court 
Lodge. Durling bought Church Field, Coney Field and Triangular Field. BH wrote to Bullen, 
Durling and Agnes.  
 
On December 17th despite the dull weather, BH went to Fane Hill where he found 2 pals and 
one eolith. On the 19th December he notes the eolith discussion at the Anthropological Institute 
but does not say whether he went to hear, and maybe participate in the discussion. On this day 
he records that he finished taking all his stones to the garret, which he notes was a very hard 
task.   
 
Copy of a letter dated December 12th from the Royal Society to one of the proposers of an 
annual annuity for BH. In recognition of his contribution to archaeology: ‘… I am directed to 
acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 2nd to the President and to ask if you could state 
somewhat more precisely than you have done the nature and benefit or assistance that you 
would wish the RS to confer upon Mr. Benjamin Harrison. I do not know whether you are 
aware that in July 1899 an application was made to the society on behalf of Mr. Harrison and 
the Scientific Relief Committee of the society voted a fund sufficient to purchase Mr. Harrison 
an annuity of £25 in the belief that the First Lord of the Treasury had granted a pension of the 
same  amount, which I understand he did…’ Signed by Robert Harrison, secretary to the 
Society and copied to Mr Druery (the proposer). 
 
P.84. The paper under discussion at the Anthropological Institute on the 19th December 1905 is 
here noted as being ‘Interesting’. Warren is down as the presenter with those for and against 
listed. Those for: Larkby, Bennett, Kendall, Hinton, Kennard, Grist, Bullen, Higgs, Reg Smith.  
 
On December 20th a gentleman who signs himself ‘Charlie’, (this must be Charles Druery)5 
wrote to BH about the presentation of the paper at the Anthropological Institute (so clearly BH 
did not attend the meeting) and expressed the opinion that ‘…the paper was to my mind rotten 
from end to end and it will satisfy you to know that out of the some 10 subsequent speakers, 
only one had a word to say in support of it and it was clear that the great majority, if not all the 
rest were of my opinion. Ted will inform of this. The speakers were listed beforehand and as the 
paper was far too long the discussion was all too inadequate and from its nature it was 
unnecessary for me to put in my ?.. had I ?... competition. With best wishes for the season, 
Yours truly, Charlie.’  
 
P.85. On Christmas morning BH and Ted (his son, later Sir Edward Harrison) were hard at 
work clearing and re-arranging (the stone tool collection). Boxing Day saw them engage in 
similar activity although they did it in the company of Stanley, Vennell and John Webb who 
helped them take stock of the material. The following day saw more of the same with Agnes 
and Elsie assisting. On 28th December 1905 BH was out and about despite the miserable 
weather, which must have improved somewhat on the 29th as it saw BH hard at work in the 

                                                
5 This is Charles Druery of Shaa Road, Acton the then well-known, and much-published 
pteridologist and great friend of BH 
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garden. On Sunday BH, Agnes and Ted went to Ham Street and a number of other places before 
returning in time for Ted to catch the 6.18 train. The day ended with one of the most brilliant 
sunsets BH had ever seen, though he interpreted the redness as a sign of weather mischief 
brewing. It seems he may have been right as ten days of severe frost followed with equally 
severe gales in the west of Ireland. Monday and Tuesday, the 31st and 1st, saw BH hard at work 
again ‘cleansing and polishing…’, this time it was the shop that was the object of his attention. 
Just above an entry dated 6/1/1906, he notes that a wet week saw the Busty (Shode/Bourne) at a 
high level. The 6th however was a very fine day to start with some rain following on at night. He 
went to the Wrotham pit with Mr Coleman who had two visitors from University College with 
him. 
 
P.86. An illegible entry about the hunt that set off from Crown Point. BH describes how the fox 
jumped hounds and, miraculously, escaped with minor injuries to run to Seven Wents along a 
trench by Carmen’s wood. BH walked and chatted with Mr Philip of Ridley. He also had an 
interesting chat with Mr Philip’s brother who went to see BH’s collection.  
 
On the 13th January 1906 the day dawned fine and saw BH head for Fane Hill and Sunny 
Banks. Heavy rain that night. On the 19th January BH called in on a number of friends. He 
inspected the Roman and Celtic finds of Mr Francis (a cinerary urn and some Samian ware). He 
went to the manor house, then being restored by M Thomas, and noted the presence of the flint 
drift that had a base of sand and rock revealed by the restoration work. Notes the election of 
Ward by a majority of 109, over Williams.  
 
On the 24th of January 1906, BH went to a meeting at the George and Dragon (an election 
meeting) where Williams spoke well having a powerful and musical voice. Again, heavy rain is 
mentioned causing the Busty to overflow in all directions. BH suspected that the rain was very 
localised as no mention of the phenomenon was made in the papers. 
 
P.87. On the 21st January BH saw Atkins about a blank flake found in Boro’Green.  
 
Bonney’s article in The Cornhill Magazine of November 1902, entitled ‘the making of Modern 
Europe’ is quoted with a copy of part of it extending to P.88. 
 
P.88. The copy of Bonney’s article from the previous page continues. 
 
P.89. Rain and rivers as ‘sculptors’ of the landscape, is discussed as it appears in  ‘The Story of 
our Planet’, pp. 26-27 by TG Bonney. Escarpments, the Weald, old sea cliffs, valleys and gravel 
beds are among the topic addressed here. Several pages of this publication are copied to P.93 of 
this volume. 
 
P.90. Discussion of Weald geology and its extent . 
 
P.91. Continued discussion of the strata that constitute Wealden geology. 
 
P.92. More explanation of Wealden physical features. 
 
P.93. Conclusion of the forgoing entry.  
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May 10th 1906 BH quotes part of William Cowper’s  poem about Alexander Selkirk, in which 
the opening lines are  ‘Where I am Monarch of all I survey’.6 This continues to P.94.  
 
More of Cowper’s poem is copied. And related to day-to-day living at that time. An entry 
entitled ‘On Reading (From a College Window)’. The content deals with the liberties one may 
take with advancing age, one of which is to read less, allowing oneself to return to long-ago 
read material, the characters and essence of which is well-known.  
 
P.95. A sketch of what the narrative identifies as a sundial. The entry is about gardening with 
flowers listed in Latin. 
 
P.96. A continuation of the entry from P.93, which makes the case for the liberty of pleasing 
oneself with increasing age. 
 
P.97. A discussion about the meaning of futility that involves mathematical calculations. This is 
followed by another entry on pessimism in which a woman who is always ‘ailing’ and talks of 
nothing but her ailments, admits to the need to dwell upon her ailments despite feeling fairly 
well.  
 
P.98. A continuation of the entry from P.96 which continues to P.99. Dated June 1905. 
 
P.99. The entry from the previous page concludes  
 
A poem sent to Worthington Smith on 15th June 1906 ponders death and which of them will die 
first. BH says he’d like to be a butterfly when he is dead. The fourth and final verse goes ‘And 
if perchance you should be first, to go before – why him, You’ll hear I know, before to show 
your love of dear old Ben’ 
 
9th July 1906. Ted and his ‘…paper in/on B & P…’ quotes psalm 15 verse 5. A discussion on 
different biblical translations.  More psalms copied by BH. Continues to P.100. Dated June 9th 
1906. 
 
P.101. Dated July 10th 1906, this entry concerns an invitation BH has received from Mr 
Bennett, to visit him in (West) Malling on Friday. BH states his intention of catching the 10am 
train to see St. Leonard’s Tower and the nearby Offham Valley and continuing on via East 
Malling (this is no mean distance to walk and I think a trap or possibly a car, may have been 
used on this occasion). The Loose Valley is mentioned and I think this may be in relation to the 
section about this valley in Bennett’s book, that must have been in preparation in 1906, entitled 
Ightham; The Story of a Kentish Village. A poem follows. It is about Bennett. This continues to 
P.103 with the insertion of a newspaper/journal clipping about the organisation of scientific 
research by Simon Newcomb of the United States Navy, not dated. 
 
P.103. The poem concludes with a verse about ‘ballet girls’ dancing in flesh-tinted attire, which 
gave the appearance of nakedness, that primitive man would have found pleasing. 
 

                                                
6 Cowper’s poem celebrates the four years that Selkirk, something of a buccaneer, spent on an 
uninhabited island in the South Seas before rescue. His story formed the basis for Daniel 
Defoe’s later story of the fictional Robinson Crusoe 
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An extract from a piece by Sir John Evans, p. 657, on personal ornaments7 The topic of 
perforated shells and teeth as beads and necklaces for personal ornamentation in prehistoric 
times, in this case Cosinpora globularis8  as well parts of other fossil species.9 
 
P.104. The entry from the previous page continues with two lines superimposed in pencil by Sir 
Edward Harrison. It consists of more speculation about the nature of the prehistoric people who 
made the ornaments and the taphonomy of the deposition of their material culture, described by 
Edward as: ‘The Men of the River Drift Clan and now in lenticular cases…’ and now treasured 
by modern man in glass cases in museums. 
 
A poem about Worthington Smith and the site of many of his excavations in Dunstable that 
touches on the debate between ‘art’ and ‘nature’. Dated July 18th 1906. The poem had been sent 
in 1904 but had been in [Rev] Temple’s possession so BH only recently came across it.  
 
An entry follows which discusses a garden that BH describes as a ‘…pardonable ideal to 
wayfaring humanity, a haven of shelter of peace, greenness and beauty in the middle of life’s 
dusty ways, where his soul shall be as a watered garden…’ Taken from an undated copy of The 
Spectator. 
 
P.105. Dated Saturday July 21st 1906, the entry describes an event at Kemsley’s, ‘Tables and 
Tressels’.  BH records that old Shad was sitting and taking a rest with old Hammond close to 
him. BH asked old Shad as to the exact spot of the Ightham  cricket ground before the  
Enclosure Act. Shad responds locating the spot as almost opposite Tebb’s farmhouse, saying 
that it was rumoured to be ‘…the best pitch in Kent and why Ightham boys became famous 
players – the boys used to play more on Sunday afternoons’. BH goes on to discuss the player 
control and fixture times asking if the players would not like a rest on Sunday after their week’s 
work to which old Shad replied that he did not take any rest and did not even go to church or 
chapel, finding plenty to do in his garden. Old Shad uses a phrase to describe that he did all day 
at work ‘tinker-assing’ which BH had not heard for many years and felt justified for this reason 
in  making a note of it.  
 
The consecration of the church at Borough Green is commented upon, the Bishop of Rochester 
officiating to a full, even overfull, congregation. 
 
P.106. BH felt impelled to write a poem, recording and celebrating the occasion of the 
consecration of Borough Green Church, which continues to P. 108.  
 
P.107. The poem records that people such as Mr Mist ‘a very unclerical man’ and Mr Newman 
numbered among the congregation at this service of consecration. 
 
P.108. The poem concludes with a reference to ‘blistering sermons’. 
 
On the 29th July 1906, FJ Bennett wrote to BH to detail an occasion on which he spoke in 
public, taking as his text ‘cottages and our gardens’. The following paragraph is almost illegible 

                                                
7 The book is The Ancient Stone Implements, Weapons and Ornaments of Great Britain which 
does indeed discuss this gastropod on p. 657 
8 A freshwater gastropod 
9 BH took an interest in early ornaments and has a fossil-shell necklace in his collection at 
Sevenoaks Museum  
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but seems to be a record of a ‘… good chat on general subjects…’ between BH and CH Fidding 
of Boro’ Green. 
 
P.109. More poetry involving CH Fidding and other local gentlemen and the topics of their 
conversations.  
 
An entry about Sir John Evans, dated July 31st 1906. A poem, this time six lines to the verse 
which deals with issues of evolution, prehistoric man and their differences of opinion on eoliths. 
Concludes on P.110. 
 
P.110. A continuation of the poem from the previous page. The topic is Kent, the plateau ridge 
and FJBennett is mentioned. 
 
P.111. Short newspaper clipping about mothers-in-law followed by a joke, in poetic form, about 
a policemen and his mother-in-law.  
 
On Wednesday August 9th 1906 Abbott and his wife visited at 12.30 and they went, along with 
Bennett and Fitkin, to the Ightham fissure on what was a very hot day, over 80 degrees in the 
shade. From there they went on to the pit [Terry’s Lodge pit] at 3.30 where they made some 
finds, including a bit of weathered chert.  
 
On August 16th 1906, BH made his way to Stansted and Fairseat where, in the churchyard, 
reposed the body of Horace Grant of Fairseat, late of The East India Service among other 
things. Comments on the monument erected to this gentleman’s memory. 
 
P.112. Continued from the previous page and records the narrative on the monument to Horace 
Grant. There follows a record from the same monument, to Hannah Grant who died on the 18th 
July 1887 aged 78 years. BH lunched at Mr Berry’s whose home he left at 4 arriving home by 
5.05.  
 
Record of a visit to Holly Hill and Birling Lees on August 19th 1906 on a warm day and via 
Vigo Village. Small sketch of the roads in that area and the location of ‘Fowler’s Stone’. 
 
P.113. Copy of a letter from Sir. Norman Lockyer of the Solar Physics Laboratory, South 
Kensington, London and dated 16th August 1906: ‘… I have been much interested in your letter. 
Can you send me a tracing of the 2.5 inch map this week. Give the size of the circle on the 
original of the index stone. If you can also find me the angular heights of the index stone as 
observes from the centre of the circle I will inform if anything can be made out. Your data 
makes the thing seem very promising… Sir Norman Lockyer’. 
 
An account of the trip to Holly Hill and Birling Lees continued from P.112.  BH says that 
Langridge noticed a hundred ochreous stones over a period of two years in this vicinity. BH 
observes 19 blocks of Sarsen stone besides the entrance of the road to Langridge’s bungalow 
and, noting the arrangements of these stones surmises that they could be a ‘some interesting 
survival of a sacred spot’.  T. White is noted as having found a new stratum of the old inn, 
which burnt down. A dene hole in the vicinity is mentioned and sketched. BH did not see the 
index stone himself but it is aware that it was seen, and described, in 1888 near the dene hole. 
BH says that if this is so a line from the centre of the circle cuts it to the top of Holly Hill. Small 
sketch of the dene hole. 
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P.114. Account of a visit to Holly Hill from the previous page continues:  Writing very difficult 
to read but mentions white flake cores found above the 300 ft OD level. The return journey took 
him through Ryarsh and Wheatsheaf Hill to Malling where   he visited Mr Bennett and together 
they took stock of the Abbey Church there. Home on the 8.16 train. Mentions Epilobium 
augustifolium10 seen sometime during the day’s outing, possibly on the train journey home from 
the window of his carriage. He recalls that it has been 18 years since he took his last walk on 
Holly Hill via Cobham in company with ?... and Shrivell. 
 
On Friday August 24th 1906 BH met Percy Martin at 3 and then went on to Holly Hill where 
they inspected Fowler’s stone. From there they continued on to Langridge’s and saw the ‘Tudor 
Rose and Crown’ then down the hill to Birling and from there to Ryarsh and home. In red is a 
little comment about finding a white flake in the drift on their way to Birling in a cutting on the 
left. Percy Martin was keen to do this trip again. Recounts the interesting sight of a very small 
weasel running around with young in its mouth. 
 
P.115. Newspaper clipping about the visit of about forty French people to Bermondsey. An 
entry dated August 21st 1906 which comments on the newspaper article about the visit. 
Mentions the birthday of Miss Maud Kemsley on Lady Day,  
 
March 25th 1906. The following entry continues on the theme of Miss Maud Kemsley’s 
birthday (March 25th), on which day she was presented with a book. Three verses on Lady Day 
follow. 
 
P.116. The temperature rose to 83 degree F on August 21st 1906. On this day Dr Blundell 
called. He could trace his lineage back to Norman times, it seems that the Battle Abbey roll 
confirmed this. Flinders Petrie had a familial connection to the Blundell’s. BH discusses the 
contents of the roll, the semantics of names and the spread of the family as far as Australia 
where they were known as the Petrie-Blundell’s.  
 
An entry about the hospice, which BH defines as ‘A house of entertainment and refuge for 
strangers’ and which he notes was originally for pilgrims on the journey to Rome. A few more 
lines on semantics and the relationship of the term ‘Coldharbour’ to Roman remains.  
 
P.117. The name of Mrs Manningberd Mundy, of Alford, Lincolnshire is recorded.  
 
On Saturday August 25th 1906 Mr and Mrs Knight ‘appeared at 3’ having come from Percy’s 
home from where they fetched Hinton and his wife. BH says he walked all over Oldbury while 
thinking about the ‘white leaf train’ alternatively known as the ‘sorb apple train’. He mentions 
‘sorb apple wine’. 
 
Newspaper clipping of a letter of Thomas Carlyle to his brother Thomas in Ecclefechan dated 
10th May, 1838. He was a great favourite of BH’s, receiving mention throughout the archive. 
 
P.117a. Continuation of the clipping of Carlyle’s letter of 1838. An entry, dated August 23rd 
1906 about the Geological Society journal, in which a paper by AJ Jukes- Brown was approved 
for publication in the May edition, 1906. The presence of a bank some 25 feet deep behind the 
gatehouse at Vigo, consisting of clay-with-flints around mentioned. It is said to be Pliocene. 

                                                
10 Rose Bay Willow Herb, still to be seen on the railway embankment along which BH would 
have travelled 
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Pliocene eoliths and Prestwich are mentioned.  Their form is outlined and they are said to be 
‘genuine artefacts’.  
 
BH copies parts of pages, 45, 145, 157 and 161 of this paper which deals with the somewhat 
complex geology of Kent and eastern Surrey,  and BH’s understanding of it’s meaning in terms 
of it’s validation of eoliths. Continues to p.119. 
 
P.118. The sheets of clay underlying the clay with flints at Lenham are described. The writer 
mentions Prestwich whom he notes long ago wrote about the brown and black clay with flints 
that underlies the Lenham beds, which position he described as ‘natural’. Reid however found it 
less easy to understand. Jukes-Brown resolved to confine himself to a consideration of areas 
near Reading and the Eocene strata. [BH’s writing becomes less and less legible as the entry 
continues]. He goes on to say that most of the clay-with-flints in the area examined is derived 
from the Reading beds and Eocene clay with the addition of some flints from the chalk. 
 
P. un-numbered. He considers that the tracts of clay-with-flints are probably more extensive 
than previously thought and that the processes involved in such deposition are ‘spiral’ and took 
place in the late Pliocene and early Pleistocene.  
 
Boyd Dawkins is said to have accepted these formal conclusions that the clay-with-flints 
derived from the destruction of earlier Eocene deposits. Mr Monckton suggested that the clay-
with-flints is, in the main, a residue from the slow solution of chalk. 
 
P.119. Professor Sollas congratulates the author and fully agreed with his results. From his 
observations, Kennard confirmed the author’s conclusions though he did not accept that the 
glacial period had anything to do with the formation of clay-with-flints, which he thought must 
be much earlier than the existing valley. Warren was quite unable to agree with Kennard that 
the hill drifts must necessarily be older than the valley drifts. Ancient valley drifts often capped 
the summit of the existing hills. 
 
Mr Whitaker, who read the author’s paper, prepared his reply and alluded to his own early work 
in Berkshire with the Geological Survey when, much troubled by this deposit and despairing of 
ever understanding it, noted that some of his colleagues ‘had been led astray by this clay’. 
 
P.120/122. Copy of a letter from Sir Norman Locker, dated 25th August 1906:  
 

… Please accept my best thanks for your description and the maps of the 
Coldrum district, also for the kind invitation to visit the monument with your 
guidance. In regard to the latter I fear, however, the numerous calls upon my time 
will not permit me to come down to Trottiscliffe until we hear further evidence 
that the circle – CHECK] was of astronomical origin. The meagre evidence, 
meagre from an astronomical point of view, yet adduced, points to the probability 
that it was built before any degrees of certainty can be established … must be 
applied to the following questions: 
 
(1) Is the monument definitely a circle and, if so, what are the dimensions? And 
how are the stones placed? 
(2) Can you fix with absolute certainty, the site of the index stone seen by you in 
1888? 
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(3) Was the index stone originally visible from the circle, if so, did it top the then 
horizon? 
(4) What is the tried astronomical alignment of the index stone site as seen from 
the centre of the circle? The centre of the circle was formally used, but if there is 
any marker which seems likely to have been the spot from where observations 
were made of the index stone should be given from there also. 
(5) Are there any other natural or artificial objects which, seen from the circle 
from striking land marks, and if so, what are the arguments? 

 
P.121. 
 

… No’s I,2,3 and 5 can probably be answered by you offhand. To answer 4 it will 
be necessary to mark the true site on the … 25 inch ordnance map  of… and then 
carefully measure the azenith with the protractor. If you could send me a copy of 
no. 25 on map for a few days – with the true site marked, I would investigate the 
subject here.  
 
Measure roughly over the 6 inch maps sent, the azenith appears to be N 38.5 E 
and this points to the use of Capha? as a clock stone at about 1900 BC. To gather 
the points finally, accurate observations with a good  theodolite will of course, be 
necessary, but that can await the result of the preliminary examination.  
 
As regards the Coldrum cromlech shown in your note book, could you send me 
the dimensions and general form… 

 
P.122.  
 

… and also  determine the exact astronomical orientation. On your drawing its 
main axis appears to point to the east. Is this exact? I should also like to have the 
angular elevation of the original margins as far along the sites line. Your 
assumption as to the solsticial sunrise being observed on the index stone stem 
from the natural platform of Oldbury camp seems a likely one but the 
demonstration of its truth will depend upon the fixing of the site of the stairs. 
 
 Again thanking you for your interesting description… PS. If you are unable to 
obtain the astronomical azenith could you let me have carefully de…? magnetic 
azeniths? 

 
On Monday 27th August 1906 BH and Hinton went to Exedown by the crest of Coldharbour. 
They covered quite a lot of ground, since he mentions Vigo and other places, so they must have 
used the trap on this occasion. He mentions ‘flints in situ’ but gives no detail. Arrived home by 
8. 
 
P.123. Saturday September 1st 1906. The temperature was 86 in the shade but this did not stop 
BH, Hinton and Shilling making a trip to Malling and Leysdown Park. The Birling Bull was 
newly built, though he does not say whether it was open. He describes the geology of the ridge 
capping on which there was much ochreous, as well as some rather yellow, flint. They passed 
Birling Place [once probably very important], and note that the outbuildings appeared to be very 
old and much weathered. They observed a kestrel and swallows in action. A minimalist ink 
sketch shows this scene.  
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They then climb to Holly Hill, a ‘very slippery climb’ where they found white cores and flakes 
in profusion just above the Pilgrim Wood on a straight cut to the path. On Holly Hill they saw 
lilies of the valley and a large, deep hole by a gate. By Wrangling Lane he found a Dene Hole. 
 
P.124. The account from the previous page continues. By the Dene Hole they observed a pipe 
of tertiary sandstone in a coarse, gritty matrix. By this there appears to have been a ‘piped 
chamber to the W[est] of hole’. A sketch shows the dimensions of this latter feature of the 
landscape. BH notes that this is apparently in line with the Coldrum and ‘to middle east of 
Birling Place (see map)’ and he infers that there is an association between landscape features 
such as the Dene Hole and Neolithic monuments, in this case the Coldrum. He notes the 
presence of a very rough path running from the hole to the rear of the Coldrum which he says is 
by way of a ‘Via Sacra’ which he suggests forms the parish boundary which could be ‘pre-
parochial’. There is a small ink sketch to illustrate this observation. There is (but is he referring 
to another track?) a deeply cut, quite hollow, track… the writing gets less easy to read at this 
point but he records three measurements of one of the stones, forming the Coldrum which are: 
 
11 – 6 long 
7.6 deep 
1.6 in width 
 
Which is estimated by Sill’s foreman to be ‘fully 20 tons in weight’.  As about 3 feet of it 
remains in the ground it is estimated to be possibly nearer 25 tons. 
 
P.125. Continuation of the entry from the previous page. Some of the stones forming the circle 
(he is talking of the Coldrum) and are massive with an estimated weight of several tons. He 
resolves to visit again in order to take the dimensions. They refreshed themselves in Trosley 
(probably at The George) where they met an old man resident 40 years there and who had 
known Holly Hill by that name all his life. Home at 8, via the Spring Tannery and Park farm.   
 
An undated entry about another visit he and Percy Martin made to see Mr Langridge on Holly 
Hill. They inspected Langridge’s ‘Rose and Crown’ [ this is clearly a cryptic reference as I am 
sure it does not refer to a visit to the local hostelry]. They note the depth of the valley and then 
make their way home via Birling, Ryarsh and Addington lane to the main road. 
 
P.126. A sketch of Cornwall, covering the area between St. Ives and Penzance showing rivulets 
and antiquities, the first in black, the second in red. Not in BH’s handwriting. 
 
P.127. A rather fine sketch showing a linear megalithic monument, in black ink copied from a 
photograph taken by Larkby. The exact location is not given but BH comments that this feature 
is in a very out-of-the-way place and little frequented by visitors. 
 
P.128. A printed copy of Dr E. Ray Lankester’s address to the British Association at York. It 
concerns evolution. 
 
P.129. A photograph: Colonel Bevington among a group of luminaries on the steps outside 
Bermondsey Town Hall. Taken in August 1906. 
 
P.130. Two photographs from the Kent Messenger, dated August 18th 1906, of the remains of 
Snodland Paper Mill, recently destroyed by fire. 
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P.131.A sketch of hills, viewed from a distance, on which are perched two buildings and several 
figures. The narrative to which this is attached relates to the visit of Dr Conn on 19th September 
1906, to Uppsala where the ancient mounds sketched above were dedicated to ‘Frea, Thor and 
Odin’. He mentions as well a ‘…flat thing’ similar to the parliament mound close by.  
 
Copy of a letter from Rev Shepherd, of Trottiscliffe: ‘ 
 

… I was much interested in reading your letter, am sorry I was not in when you 
called here. I have the early vols of Archaeologica Cantiana and have searched in 
vain for the plans you mention when Mr Larkby speaks of a stream connected to 
the Coldrum. Have you the early volumes of Archaeologica Cantiana? If not I 
will lend them to you with pleasure. I am constantly sending one to Wrotham 
Station and could send them this far. As long as I can remember the stream has 
been in its present state near by the “Sunnyless cave” and that is now 50 years 
ago. I have never heard anything connected with the stream mentioned by any 
one. I remember asking my father when I was a boy why it was called Holly Hill 
seeing there was no holly there, and he said it was probably a corruption of holy 
as high hills were often used in early ages as places of worship. 

 
P.131a. Letter from Rev: Shepherd from Previous page continues:   
 

I found you a photograph of Coldrum stones some years ago all the bushes and 
undergrowth which smother up the stairs was cleared away and I took the 
opportunity to have a photograph taken. I am very interested in your letter and 
shall be pleased to hear anything more on the matter that you may discover. I 
return Sir Norman’s letter. Yours truly, C. Shepherd’.  

 
An account of the visit of Dr Wynne Watford, on September 9th 1906,  when he was staying at 
Plaxtol and had heard of the Roman Villa at Comp, which he visited. Mrs East accommodated 
him and BH took him to see the sights, such as Oldbury. A sketch in black and red ink which 
appears to relate to the presence of the possible Neolithic remains in relation to the stream 
which flows through Addington and on eastwards. Narrative refers to how the blocks of stone 
may have been in 1891 before they were blasted. BH notes that the holes were still visible (in 
1906, the date of this entry). He says that there seems to have been an arrangement suggesting a 
circle.11 
 
P.132. An account of BH’s return from this visit on which he examined a drift of chert after 
which he continued on via Plaxtol and a number of other places, which includes the delightfully 
named ‘Polly Patches’.  In the evening BH took another walk this time to Ling Street, Middle 
Wood and Seven Wents returning via a neatly trimmed path by the site of Old Cave (I think he 
must mean the rockshelter) and on to the Waterflash (a medieval pond on top of Oldbury Hill) 
and down by the stream to the ramparts. Dr Conn was impressed.  
 

                                                
11 There is an extant longbarrow and a Neolithic megalith, The Chestnuts, at Addington. Visits 
to both may be arranged with the owner of the land on which they sit. The lithics and skeletal 
remains from excavations of both are in Maidstone Museum, as are those from The Coldrum. 
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BH wrote a letter to Mr Cazelet on the topic of Oldbury blocks and their arrangement.  
 
Sketch of a stream with blocks of stone arranged around it in a somewhat circular fashion. [This 
must be the Addington Stream]. Dated September 9th 1906. 
 
P.133a. Sketch of two eoliths, one from the Hill Fort (Oldbury) and the other from the pit at 770 
ft OD [this must be Terry’s Lodge]. The narrative notes that both were sent to Mr Worthington 
Smith who promised to keep, sketch and report. He returned them in a fortnight with a letter, 
copied by BH and reading thus: ‘… I would have returned these stones before but I have been 
prevented by the intense heat by bluebottles, flies and wasps and by the profane language of a 
friend called in to help me to decipher your last communication. At present I have only been 
able to read it in part and that part doubtful because it does not seem to fit in with the possible 
context. There are two wasps working about me and so I must close…’  There follows a poetic 
response to this letter: 
 

If I had but got Worthington home 
My course would be ship shape and clean 
In a waste mill I’ll chuck him 
And swirl him and duck him 
And catch the remains of a pal 
 
Oh how I find Warren’s machines 
I’d give him a squeeze not … 
 
I’d press him and crush him 
In foul mud I’d slush him 
And an eo he’d return to the same. 

 
P.133.  September 11th 1906.  ‘To Boro’ Green With Agnes – paced the field on top by road to 
west back east. Here a similar drift of flints is to be seen as on Dark Hill and Boro’ Green knoll 
by railway. Found one at Boro’ Green cutting.’ Ventral and dorsal faces of the eolith found on 
the walk described above.  
 
Copy of a letter from BH to the editor of The Tribune, rebutting an article by RJ Stuart and 
adding to the comments of Kennard:  
 

… Will you allow me to add to Mr Kennard’s letter, a few more words of protest 
against the dogmatic and summary dismissal of the eolithic problem by the Hon 
R.J Stuart.  
 
The mill-modelled specimens from the Mantes concrete works, referred to by 
him, found a subject of discussion at the second session of the International 
Congress of Anthropological and Prehistoric Archaeology, held at Monaco last 
spring. Nature of June 28th contained a report of the meeting from which… 

 
P.134. Continued from the previous page: 
 

… I quote the following passages… “A series of mill-modelled flint nodules was 
exhibited among which there was certainly a number closely resembling ,many 
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Prestwichian types, but conspicuous by their absence were the decidedly 
purposeful and rationally usable Kentian forms. 
 
Professor Ray Lankester submitted what he had recently placed on exhibition in 
the British Museum a considerable series of specimens selected from Prestwich’s 
collection all borer-like in form, to identical in shape and obviously of rational 
utility for any possibility of their being the result of fortuitous natural collisions. 
The Congress was however divided in opinion on the subject. 
 
Sir Joseph Prestwich is, alas, no longer here himself to defend the genuineness of 
the eoliths. But it was my privilege to supply him first of all with the unaturals on 
which he based his defence of Tertiary Man and to carry on the work in the field 
under his auspices during his lifetime. 
 
Today I think I may claim that the mixture of eoliths which I have brought 
together, given I first began to extend my searches to the chalk plateau, is the 
most complete and authoritative in existence…  

 
P.135. The argument detailed above concludes on this page: 
 

… It would therefore seem that the eolithic problem can hardly be considered as 
finally decided in the negative sense until one of its assailants, around … the best 
specimens of mill-modelled flints, has been able, by placing them side-by-side with 
any collection, to prove that they show all the characteristics, hitherto regarded as 
proof of the intentional work of man.  So far, I have not even had a chance of 
examining a single one of the Mantes specimen myself.  Yours faithfully Benjamin 
Harrison.  

 
Sketch of two eoliths from Rose farm Nursery, dated 13th September 1906. 
 
P.136. Saturday September 15th 1906. Heavy rain during the night. BH met the Selbourne 
Society at Kemsing Station and they made their way, via Fishpond’s to Ightham Mote where 
they saw the hall, the library and the billiard room among other areas.  The view from the 
dining room window on to the lawn was at it’s best. After this they made their way home and 
spent half an hour in BH’s museum. Hinton was there too and a ‘young Scotchman’ stayed 
there for longer than the rest of the group. The lightening over Chatham at eight is commented 
upon.  
 
A statement by Sollas, about eoliths, which mentions Mantes (a reference to Boule’s 
experiments with mill-produced flints) and Rutot, an esteemed Belgian advocate of eoliths. He 
says ‘You will have observed the feeling of the International Congress on the question of 
eoliths. They are now utterly discredited, partly I think owing to the misevidence of Rutot as the 
observations of Mantes’. 
 
There was a cold north west wind on September 16th 1906 but still BH started out at 8.30 to 
Winfield Mill and on to Allen’s Farm where he met the owner Love with whom he had an 
interesting chat on coins found as well as other artefacts including flint flakes and two hammer 
stones. On via the footpath to Roughway where he found a stained flint… 
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P.137. Continued from the previous page… in the hop garden entrance and a worn body stone 
[a particular type of eolith, much beloved by BH]. On to The Rifleman Inn [still there] and then 
home across Dunks Farm spread and Plaxtol.  Home by 12.30.  
 
At three the rain started and the cold wind blew. Reference to a statuette in the possession of 
Fred Abbott12.  Love had promised BH he would keep a sharp lookout for coins. Mentions a 
hurricaine but gives no details as well as the Roughway chimney that he says is 120 feet high 
 
Copy of a letter BH sent to The Tribune on September 17th 1906:  
 

… I was greatly astonished to find that while not inserting the letter on the 
Eolithic question, which I sent you a few days ago, you publish another letter 
against the Eolithic theory. I need hardly point out to you that it does not contain 
a single argument with the name and I will confine myself to the statement that, 
although religious prejudice may no longer be at work in these questions, this dos 
not prove that the issue is not inflamed by any other bias of a purely personal 
kind. As I am the first man who ever picked up a plateau… 

 
P. un-numbered. Letter from previous page continues: 
 

… implement, and as I have taken part in Sir Joseph Prestwich’s work on the 
question during his lifetime, and as the collection of eoliths in my possession is 
the most extensive and the largest in existence, I certainly am immodest enough 
to know that I have a right to be heard on this matter.  
 
Considering the principles on which your paper pretends to be published, I can 
only think that my letter was not published in consequence of a mere oversight, 
and that you are ready to do so now. Should the MS be no longer at hand I will 
send a copy. Should you refuse to give the other side a fair hearing I should be 
obliged to publish my reply elsewhere, stating at the same time why is did not 
appear in The Tribune. I think you must admit that the way in which the 
genuineness of the eoliths was denied in your paper did not entitle its readers to 
judge for themselves, in simple fairness, the adherents of the eolithic theory ought 
to be given the fullest opportunity of placing their arguments before your readers. 
Yours faithfully, Benjamin Harrison.’ 

 
P.138. A short entry on Megaliths and Grant Allen’s Evolution of the idea of God, p.41. BH 
considers the language used to describe Neolithic megaliths, such as menhir, which, it is 
maintained here, is the pillar (of fire) as mentioned in the authorised version of the Old 
Testament. Mentions cairns, and circles and relates them once again to names/features 
mentioned on the Old Testament, Gilgal and Hazar.  
 
Saturday October 6th 1906. Met Miss Griffin and Mr WD Diplock at Burham at 10. They took 
the trap to the Old Soar where they looked at the chapel hall and the crypt, that BH says was at 
that time the dairy.  There are two lovely little sketches of the Chapel piscina and window. 
 

                                                
12 He could be referring to the Roman ‘Minerva’ found in Plaxtol in1857 and now in the 
possession of Maidstone Museum 
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P.139. A clipping about stone implements from South Africa and the implements from the 
Douglas district of Cape Colony presented to the antiquarian section of the South African 
Museum by the Orpens of St. Clair. The lithics thus presented are briefly described and appear 
to be from the Lower Palaeolithic to the Neolithic.  
 
Another lovely little pencil sketch, which is related to the Old Soar chapel entry from the 
previous page, this shows a door leading to the crypt.  
 
An undated entry detailing a visit to the Roman villa at Allchin’s farm with Mr Bennett. Then to 
Plaxtol via Dunk’s farm. 
 
P. 140. Continuation of the entry from the previous page. BH notes the presence of Oldbury 
stone as well as weathered chert and some ochreous flint. They met Mr Fawcett, who was said 
to be ‘…shaking like an aspen leaf… glad to introduce an old school fellow (or Constable)13 to 
Mr. Diplock. Mr Diplock had been to Claygate and seen Miss Yates. Mention is made of Sir 
Robert Peel and a clever machine for spinning cotton. Mention too of the naming of one of the 
daughters of the owner of Fairlawn [Mr Cazelet] that Peel used to visit when a boy when they 
all got up to mischief.  
 
p.141. An extract from Encyclopaedia Britannica XV111 p. 452, the exact relevance of which 
is not clear since it concerns a successful business man, a cotton spinner of Bury who married 
his partner Yates’s daughter Ellen.  
 
 A visit to Plaxtol, the date of which is not recorded. BH was ‘refreshed at Red Lion…’ Mr 
Diplock accompanied him on this occasion. Diplock commented on changes in the placement of 
gates and they recall memories of childhood and school. They walked through Fairlawn Park 
and from there on to the Moat and around the playing field, which they note had not been 
cleaned from the lake onwards. They found four fresh water mussels in the lake. From there 
they went on to Shipbourne Church which they thought was a fine monument, remarking on the 
figures of a lady, gentleman and a girl dating from 1688. 
 
P.142. The walk described on the previous page continues. BH and Diplock continued  north 
past the church noting the Hythe beds. They strolled around the garden.  There is a sketch of a 
tree below this entry. Insects noted as feeding on the flowers of the vegetation covering a ‘table-
like structure…’. Continues to describe the flora and fauna encountered on the walk. Home at 
5.50. Dibly had dropped in whilst BH was out. He had been delayed because he had attended to 
a friend who had a serious accident. They went out to Rosewood Pits. BH again describes the 
flora he encounters on this walk, noting the absence of any real autumnal ‘blush’ though he says 
the Passion flower was in fruit.. 
 
P.143. Sunday October 21st 1906. A close, humid day, 66 degrees Fahrenheit in the shade that 
saw Edward Harrison visit. During the morning BH, Ted and Percy take a walk to Ash, via 
Fairseat getting back home at 1.30. They found some stone tools in Stephen’s, Fuller’s and 
Hill’s field, most of which were Neolithic though there was also a Pal and some eoliths. BH 
also mentions the find of ‘… a fine figure stone’. Ted returned to his home later that day. BH 
went to the wash mill where he found two eoliths.  
 

                                                
13 Steven Constable was BH’s inspirational teacher from about 12 to 14 when he left The 
British School, at Platt. 
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On Saturday Clarence Bicknall visited from Italy. He had been at the Monaco Congress but not 
at the session at which eoliths were discussed. He had published work on the flora of his 
district, which he illustrated himself. Brickall was acquainted with Sir Arthur Evans, who, it is 
noted here, had lost his wife and spent much time at the cemetery where she was buried. Mr 
Brickall had a museum of curios with spoil from Mentone cave including human skulls, animal 
remains and pottery. 
 
P.144. Entry from previous page continues. Sir Arthur Evans is noted by Brickall to have been 
one of the worst lecturers that Brickall had ever heard. He had also met Sir John Evans and 
there is a negative allusion to his age. Reference to Professor Issel of Genoa, a friend of Sir 
John. 
 
On the 22nd of October 1906, BH and Ted went to the station together, taking time to explore 
the gravels on their way, finding stone tools in two of the gravels examined. BH sketched Wash 
Mill, must have been on his way back. A sketch lies below the commentary. 
 
P.145, A reproduction of a Punch cartoon dated Oct 1906 and entitled ‘Early Man on the 
Rampart’. 
 
P.146. October 23rd 1906. BH says: ‘Today I found a long list of notebooks. In it were some 
lines written to Jack Temple on seeing his clever sketch in Miss Usherwood’s book I went to 
borrow the bike and Miss Day had just arrived laden with cherie plums from the Chapel Harvest 
Festival and sale on the next day. So I was moved to write: ‘ 
 

In far Japan a pretty bird say singing  
In England dim a gladsome maid was bringing  
A wealth of flowers to make the Chapel gay 
The bird a white breast and the m… Miss Day 
Sermon we sang of these two happy teachers 
Each in their way a very earnest preachers 
One chorus the worked by sweet melody gay 
The second gives instruction all day long’. 
 

Sketch in Japanese style of a bird perched on the branch of a tree. 
 
P.147. Copy of a poem sent to poor Jack.  It concerns a British maiden crying in her house 
whilst doing the washing. She is described as lying on her bed blinking in the second verse and 
in the third she falls asleep and dreams of heaven. 
 
A sketch of the cross ironwork at Wash Mill. 
 
P.148. The poem about poor Jack continues to its conclusion. 
 
On October 24th 1906 BH attends a football match at Wrotham in which Maidstone won scoring 
three goals to nil, after which BH made his way to a Primrose 14meeting at The George and 
Dragon. 
 

                                                
14 Possibly a meeting of the Primrose League founded to celebrate Benjamin Disraeli’s  
contribution to the Tory party, though BH was a Liberal supporter.  
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Another poem about a little bird that was shot. Four verses about this sad occurrence! 
 
P.149. Copy of a letter dated October 24th 1906, which concludes on P.150, and is from Mr 
Brickall. In it he thanks BH for allowing him to see the flints, an exercise he found very 
interesting. Parts of this letter are underlined in red ink. He expresses some doubts as to the 
authenticity of the hollow scrapers but says he finds it difficult to believe that anyone could 
doubt the artefactual nature of the others since their shape is almost identical. He draws a 
comparison between the point at which one might identify the shift between the first humans 
and the last apes, suggesting that this difficulty would be the same for eoliths and palaeoliths. 
He expresses his pleasure at having met BH and confirms receipt of BH’s parcel, the arrival of 
which he was not told about. He informs BH of his imminent departure and sends best wishes to 
BH and his wife.  
 
Un-numbered page. A visit to West Malling on October 27th 1906 during which BH made a 
long and careful examination of flint implements from the Hythe Plateau near Malling that 
came from a pit being dug there. He notes the resemblance of some of these to some of his 
specimens from the water parting. Also mentions the Aylesford specimens and the colour 
similarities between the two groups. After lunch continued the walk across the hop garden in 
which Dr Adams, an American, lived. BH mentions the fact that part of this walk was via a 
‘gorge-like’ feature, and ended near the so-called Malling bridge. Mr Bennett, who 
accompanied BH on this walk towards Baldwin’s Hole, at the bottom of Offham Hill, which 
BH says was ‘situated in a slip shaw familiar to Mill Lane enlarged quarry hole’15 
 
BH has drawn an outline sketch of a palaeolith across one page and has sketched an opening in 
part of a building on the other. This could either be part of the Abbey at West Malling or of St 
Leonard’s Tower. 
 
P.150. Conclusion of the letter from Mr Brickall who adds a ps ‘I have packed up a box and my 
sister’s coachman will bring it down to you on the first day possible’. The account of the 
Malling visit from the previous page continues. BH explains that they examined heaps of white 
flints in which Mr Bennett found an example of ‘a rude Plateau pal…’. Home by 4.30. There is 
also a one-liner on Dr Mitchell’s  ‘Notes on Offham Wells in which the, now defunct, quarry in 
Offham is referred to. 
 
P.151. Narrative from previous page continues, much of which bears little or no relationship to 
what currently exists in that area and so would be hard to place. There are however some parts, 
such as ‘… east of Offham church’ and yet another to ‘NW…’ which it might be just possible 
to locate. One of the springs described in these notes, remains as described, to the east of 
Offham church by some stone steps by what is said to be Jack Cade’s house, is easily seen 
today. BH vows to visit the church at some later date and sketch the Norman windows. 
 
P.152. Various features of Malling church, including some of the tombstones, are described, 
and sketched and are said to resemble a dolmen or alter. Following the path to the railway arch 
(still very much in use) leads to another well near Adding Park wall. Below this narrative is a 
sloping line, numbered from 1 – 4, which terminates in a pond. The numbers represent spring 
wells. A short account of pigs and chickens that seem to exist in abundance in the place 
described, but writing is so illegible it is difficult to make sense of. 

                                                
15 There were quarries adjacent to both Mill Lane and the ‘slip shaw’ in Offham. That by Mill 
Lane is still visible as the Shode runs through it. The Offham quarry has however been filled in. 
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P.153. BH’s walk with Mr Bennett in and around West Malling, continues. As Mr Bennett chats 
to someone BH stands observing the branches of an Ash tree as opposed to those of oak and 
willow. He and Mr Bennett parted at 4, BH arrived home at 5.10. BH met Langford and his 
wife and Allen Fry with whom he shared a glass of ale at the Royal Oak. Mentions Willie 
Tompkin who had walked from ? station to Ash, Stansted and ? Drawing of a tree [? a pollarded 
willow], underwhich BH writes: 
 

Offham seems to me a place with a past. The numerous springs and Wells and the… 
 
P.154.  
 

… and the open pits pointing to an admirable place for settlement and church 
streams following on the probable sacred site. Footpaths and roads leading to it 
from all points of the compass. A careful study of place names and parish bounds to 
note on map. Omitted mention of the agate flakes from Japan.  NB I found that 
bailiff men I spoke to at the farm called these Rock Holes.   

 
Goes on to talk about swallow holes and to mention Bennett’s ideas about such holes being 
situated on lines of weakness being formed by water rising up there. 
 
P.155. Printed programme for 1st and 2nd November 1906 for three performances of ‘Master 
Barnaby’s Hat, A Soldier’s daughter and Carrottina’. No mention of the venue.  
 
On 1st November 1906 BH attended this entertainment and notes that Miss Charles Crutchley 
was especially good. On Saturday 2nd November fine weather followed heavy rain. BH started 
out at 10 and walked to Oak Bank Reserve. He met Mr Barker and refers to a band of chert 6 to 
8 feet deep. Notes the presence of some ironstone but no gravel capping. He says that the 
Kemsing boring provided ‘enough for a limited area’. 
 
P.156. A continuation of the entry from the previous page in which the walk continues to 
Oldbury where two worked flints (Middle Palaeolithic) were found by A Usherwood in Brim’s 
field gravel spread. Very heavy rain for several nights again. BH was a keen measurer of 
rainfall and notes that Sunday saw half an inch, and the night before the entry saw 3.25 inches 
[which seems rather a lot].  
 
On Sunday 3rd November 1906 the weather changed with the wind swinging to the South East. 
BH set off at 9 and walked to Wrotham via Four Wents where he called in on King. The 
implements found by this gentleman at Rose Farm are illustrated. One appears to be a tanged 
and barbed arrowhead, one a small pointed handaxe and two look like eoliths. BH says that the 
implements are ‘neo-meso-cave age from Rose Farm King Nov 4th 1906’. [The two, non-
eoliths, illustrated are a damaged Bronze Age tanged and barbed arrow head and a small 
pointed hand axe, the age of which is difficult to discern from BH’s drawing but which most 
resembles a small Lower Palaeolithic pointed hand axe.]  
 
P.157. Six more illustrations, probably of King’s finds, five of which look more like eoliths 
than palaeoliths, though one of the six has what appears to be purposeful facets on its surface 
and is shaped like a small flat-butted, Middle Palaeolithic hand axe. 
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P.158.Illustration of what is described as a ‘Roman horse shoe’ found in Patch Grove wood. 
Date November 10th 1906. Also illustrated are rims of pottery vessels, also from Patch Grove [a 
known Roman site]. 
 
P.159. A pond six feet deep dug by the stream bed on the east side of Patch grove wood which 
revealed very large blocks of Oldbury stone.  BH notes the clayey deposit covered by humus in 
which some of the vessels were found.  
 
Sunday November 11th 1906 was a fine day and BH took advantage of this and set off for 
Fenpond to meet Hodges who brought along several Roman terracotta vessels. BH searched 
several areas and found the whole field covered in a green plant that rendered further searching 
impossible.  
 
On Monday November 12th 1906 BH again went to Patch Grove and was later joined by FJ 
Bennett. They found many flint flakes in the ash and broken tile deposit. Near a large block of 
Oldbury stone he notes the presence of white sandstone, the long stay in saturated conditions of 
which he says may account for the change in it’s usual colour. A diagram of a site in which BH 
found fragments of urns and vessels, some of which were very thin, as if from a very delicate 
vessel. 
 
P.160.On Wednesday November 14th BH started out at 9 for the same site where he notes a 
yellow clay deposit. This time he found flakes and pot boilers. He mentions the gravel bed of an 
old stream the dimensions of which were 72 feet by 42 feet. [He does not specify exactly where 
he was digging.] More large blocks of Oldbury stone observed, that he thinks may have been 
seats on which the pre-Roman inhabitants of the place may have sat and made implements so 
great was the number of flakes he found lying close by. Diagram of the site of the flakes in the 
trench that BH dug to a depth of five feet. He again notes a vegetable or humus layer about 1.5 
feet below the wash and an alluvial layer resting on an ash and tile layer and a base of a very 
clayey nature reposing ultimately on the gravel which itself covered the stream bed. 
 
P.161. The entry from the previous page continues. The natural beds upon which is 
superimposed a pre-Roman layer followed by a Roman layer in which Roman ware is to be 
found. This ware with its designs of spots, zigzag patterns and lines, is sketched.  
 
On November 14th 1906 Sir John Evans acknowledged having received BH’s sketches:  
 

Dear Sir, I have been too much engaged of late to look at the mass of drawings 
that you have sent me and it was not until today that I was able even to glance at 
them. The fine implement from Ash stands out conspicuous among them. I am 
afraid that I am still a heretic as to eoliths and even go so far as to say that in the 
long series of forms between an angular flint and a rounded pebble there must of 
necessity be found products of nature which in all essential features concede with 
what may now regard as the wok of early man.  

 
There follows a poem in which Ben expresses a range of emotions, prompted no doubt by the 
receipt of Sir John’s letter: 
 

Do I sleep, do I dream  
Do I wander and doubt  
Are things what they seem  
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Or is visions about  
Is the whole of my life’s work a failure, 
And all my rude eos played out’  
 
Which expressions are strange 
You would seem to imply 
The eos are wrong 
Not to call them a lie 
As determined by Evans my ? 
For so his words seem to imply 
 
I hear Boule’s things are true 
If this is the case 
And the War…’s too 
And the eos all base 
If Evan’s dictum is stable 
What would all the eos erase 
 
If so Prestwich was wrong 
And Evan’s knew right 
But keep working along 
For dawn follows light 
Verworn’s on the knock also Rutot 
And dreamed things are coming to light 
 
In the Plio they’re searching 
And Miocene too 
And flakes of flint finding 
So fine and so thin 
So stick to tour work like a limpet 
Tho old ?... are in a sore start. 

 
P.162. The above, rather anguished little poem concludes on this page. 
 
Thursday November 15th 1906. BH records many finds of rude attic ware at the lowest level of 
the north-east end of the trench in the ash, tile layer. He does not specify the site which is most 
likely to be Patch grove. Two of the vessels he came across elicit a remark, which is illegible 
but seems to indicate a particular interest in these artefacts.  
 
Friday 16th November 1906.  BH out early and back again by 12. Rain seems to have stopped 
play but not before more vessels were hit upon in the sandy clay layer of the trench, south east 
end. One is remarked upon as having a base resembling Samian Ware. 
 
P.163. Sir John Evan’s mentioned in relation to the catalogue of plates sent to him at the request 
of Mr Brickall of Italy. Dated 12th November 1906.  
 
Copy of the reply from Sir John:   
 

Dear Sir, I have been too much occupied of late to look at the mass of drawings that 
you have sent me out not until today that I was able even to glance at them. The 
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first implement from Ash stands out conspicuous from among them. I am afraid 
that I am still a heretic as to eoliths and even go so far as to say that on the long 
series of forms between angular flints and a rounded pebbles that must of necessity 
be sure products of nature which in all essential features coincide with what so 
many regard as the works of early man…  

 
This letter differs little from the last copy sent to BH and transcribed on P.161.  
 
On Sunday November 18th 1906 BH records a very wet day with torrential rain, the barometer 
being very low. The rain from the previous day contributed to raising the level of the Busty to 
the line of the arch of the bridge. He notes that it was running at over five miles an hour, he 
seems to have estimated this by walking alongside it a known distance (to Durling Villas) and 
must have calculated the rate of flow from this. He spent the day with Shilling looking at some 
of their finds. The evening was devoted to his correspondence. 
 
P.164. Photograph from a newspaper clipping, of the Honourable Auberon Herbert.  
 
November 19th 1906. BH is asked by Miss M…? called to see him to ask  if he might supply her 
with an interesting incident from the history of Ightham to show at the ‘tableaux vivants’, put 
on as part of the next Primrose meeting. BH suggested the gunpowder plot which involved  
Dame Dorothy Selby. Miss M was interested in this suggestion and BH obtained the details 
from one of his own notebooks, which he sent on to her. A little note about Guy Fawkes who, 
upon his arrest by the village constable declined to provide any information, giving his name as 
‘Johnson’.  His real name was however later discovered. BH goes on to suggest how this story 
might be told in the tableaux composed of three scenes. 
 
P.165.  A poem satirising the gunpowder plot that continues to P.167. 
 
P.166. The poem from the previous page continues. 
 
P.167. The above poem  concludes. 
 
Sketch of an interesting, cup-shaped piece of ironstone.  
 
On Sunday November 25th, BH records the weather as being bitterly cold and foggy. Despite 
this he took off to Terry’s at Fen Pond to see his china recently purchased at a sale. Along with 
this haul were two Dresden jugs for which Terry paid five pounds and ten shillings. He 
describes other pieces in the sale that cost £400 and £1000, respectively. BH and Terry enjoyed 
a long and interesting chat on the pieces purchased. 
 
P.168. The entry from the previous page continues. Wrotham, and other Ware featured among 
Terry’s purchases and BH lists them. They then appeared to tire of this and went out to search a 
field where they found a number of flakes, one of which was large and, BH suggests, of early 
origin.  
 
An archaeological drawing of ‘Coccadam Shaw’. This was thought to be one of the western 
group of Medway Megaliths, though nothing then or now remains upstanding. Most of the 
sarsens, as shown in this drawing, are deposited in a hollow. [The field has been used for 
agriculture for centuries, which may explain why the stones have been deposited thus]. 
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P.169.  An entry about fossils in the vicinity of Holly Hill [fossils associated with chalk]. BH 
discusses the geological processes that partly denuded the chalk deposits. He notes that a ‘great 
thickness of chalk was wiped off the Wealden area or from part of it – in very early times’. 
 
Tuesday 27th November 1906.  An entry about a London innkeeper, in the vicinity of the 
number 93 bus route. Mentions the Victoria History of the Counties of England.  
 
Letter from F Haverfield, Christ Church, Oxford and dated 28th November 1906:  
 

… In the course of collecting material for the Roman article in the Victoria History 
of Kent, I find a notice of Roman coins found in Ightham Church and said to be in 
your possession (Arch Cant 11 8) I should be very grateful if you… 

 
P.170. Copy of the letter from the previous page continues: 
 

… could give me any further information as to these coins – the exact spot of their 
finding – their numbers and date, and if they have any connection with the 
foundations near the south wall of the churchyard (see Payne’s article on Oldbury 
into ?... in Maidstone and Mid Kent Natural History and Philosophy Society 
Transactions 1888 P.6). Or if the coins are still in your possession it would help me 
very much if I could see them myself, that’s if I am not troubling you too much by 
asking you to send and lend them to me for a few days. I would return them as soon 
as possible. If also you know anything about Roman remains found in the 
neighbourhood that is recorded in the Archaeological Journal, I should be deeply 
indebted to you for the information. I am anxious to make the article as full and 
accurate as possible and it is so difficult to discover details without to and worrying 
people who know anything about them. Do you know if the ?... on One Tree Hill 
near Rooks Hill is Roman or not [Payne mentions Cantiana pp 178-179] I remain, 
Yours faithfully, F. H…field’.  
 
BH writes ‘replied to’ at the end of this copied letter  but does not record his reply. 

 
P.171. Saturday December 1st 1906. A ‘Fine bracing day, strong N wind…’ [This sort of 
weather seems to have matched BH’s constitution perfectly and he often had his best walks on 
days such as this].  He set out for Fairlawn where he met Mr Cazalet [the owner of Fairlawn].  
Probed the river ‘stairs’16 with an iron probe but seems to have found little to comment on. Left 
his companion, Norris, at 11.30.  
 
On Sunday December 2nd 1906, BH made his way to Fenn’s in Claygate Lane by the school. 
Whilst out he inspected Fenn’s finds which included several scrapers, many hammer stones, 
some Oldbury stone, a Neolithic celt and some large, quartzite pebbles. This find interested him 
and he thought that this stone could have been used as to provide a surface polish on stone 
tools.  The next sentence is virtually unreadable but refers to a fissure found by Newman. No 
exact location given. Mentions the discovery of some pottery fragments from a hole. Met up 
with Russell the butcher and they had a long talk while they walked the ‘stairs’. He means the 
river terraces of the Bourne [the Shode/Busty is referred to as the Bourne at this stage on its 
way towards the Medway]. They made their way to ‘The Devils Pit’. They observed large 

                                                
16 He means the Shode terraces 
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drains across the valley but he must mean hollows, since these features, before they were 
drained, were known as pike ponds. A pit, once an active quarry, is mentioned. 
 
P.172. Mentions Shipbourne Green ‘stairs’ on which an old oak tree that once stood, only the 
shell then remaining. It was known as King William’s Oak. Close by stood a newly-planted oak 
known as King Edward’s Oak. Russell asked why the clay on the stairs around Claygate was 
red and yellow in colour? BH refers him to the ‘…Wealden pebbles…’ [presumably since they 
also often show marked red or yellow colouring, though his reference is somewhat deficient in 
detail in explaining the link]. Russell is said to be emigrating to British Columbia in January the 
following year (1907).  They continued their walk to the site of the old Fairlawn and on 
crossing a low lying field [through which a stream flows] and found freshwater mussels which 
BH notes were very large, which he found interesting17. He saved some which he vowed to take 
with him on his next walk there. Discusses the ridge, or promontory, which must be the highest 
elevation of the ‘stairs’. Some Oldbury stone observed in the stream near a bridge. [The bridge 
to which BH refers may be that by Winfield Mill.]  Resolved to follow the course of the stream 
in order to see where Oldbury stone occurs. Mentions a large block of this stone in a hedge 
above Fairlawn, just below and to the west of Whitegate. 
 
P.173. On Thursday 7th December 1906, the day dawned fair and bright. BH and Mr Bennett 
went to Fairlawn and the water-bearing Buley sand hole, referred to on previous page and now 
noted as being part of the Sandgate beds.18 The quarry, of which this hole was once a part, was 
by the time of their visit, closed. They continued on past Hale’s field and on heading for the 
area in which there were swallow holes, past Fairlawn and the pike ponds and on to Durl’s Pit. 
Once they arrived at Plaxtol, where they were ‘refreshed’, they visited Miss Golding’s house 
reaching home by 3.5 only to find that Dr Gla…? Had just left. Rain was fast approaching by 
the time BH arrived home.   
 
A quotation: ‘there is some soul of goodness in things evil would men observingly distil it 
out…’.  
 
On Saturday 9th December BH once again made his way to Fairlawn and on to Shipbourne, 
where chert gravels are to be found by King William’s Oak. A recent cutting to the west of an 
unidentified house, disclosed more worn chert gravel. Noticed some Wealden pebbles and some 
quartz pebbles. Home by 1. 
 
P.174. On Sunday 10th December 1906, the temperature had dropped and there was a sharp frost 
with the wind from the north. BH stayed at home all day. There was 9 degrees of frost that day. 
BH says the roads were ‘hard as iron’. Despite the above entry saying he stayed in all day he 
now records a little trip out to call on Mr Francis of Boro’Green about the pottery and the 
difficulty they had encountered in removing it. On his way there he found three worked stones. 
 
On the 11th December BH went to the Fen Pond to see the foundations of Miss Brink’s new 
house, where he found the cutting to the east showed the base of the gault clay layer.  From 
there he made his way to Chittenden’s quarry. The site of this working is not given.   
 

                                                
17 The transcriber has seen mussels in this stream, though of moderate size. 
18 Where the Sandgate beds and the Hythe beds meet springs often emerge, which explains why 
this hole was so named 
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Christmas day, a holiday, dawned fair though there was a frost of 14 degrees F. This BH 
describes as ‘…perfect for walking…’  and of course that is just what he did, this time making 
for Brown’s field where he found ‘many cave flakes’. [A perfect Christmas gift for BH.] There 
was eight inches of snow on Boxing Day. BH was occupied with moving it. This was followed 
by a succession of sharp frosts. 
 
P.175. During the frosty weather BH nailed lumps of fat to a pine tree. This attracted 
Blackbirds, three kinds of thrushes, tits, sparrows, finches and wagtails, later about 40 starlings 
descended on it. Walking was strictly limited during the wintery weather but BH made it to 
Crouch and back just once.  
 
Saturday 19th January 1907 saw frost and fog but BH, ever the optimist, struck out for River 
Hill, hoping to get above the fog. The hounds were out at Ightham Mote. On his return he 
looked at a number of flakes obtained from the trenches being dug in Rose Wood.  
 
Fog the following day did not deter him from setting out for Great Field where he found 60 
flakes. On his return he found Fuller from Ash who had six Palaeolithic stone tools from West 
Yoke. Bunyards and one of his men came along with a Neolithic polished axe head. 
 
P.176.  A repeat entry for Christmas Day and Boxing Day. An entry below this records a trip to 
Boro’ Green and the fissure on Sunday 6th January 1907.  
 
On January 11th 1907, BH arose at around 5am, the weather was dull and looked set to remain 
so with rain during the night. A storm with heavy rain and a change of wind to the Northwest 
cleared the atmosphere. On the 16th the wind suddenly shifted to the East with conditions 
clearing and colder weather ensuing. The weather seems to have varied between wet or cold 
with an intermittent east wind. 
 
P.177.  January 10th saw the end to BH’s ‘rock work’. [I am not sure if he means actual field 
work or work done in the museum on his collections from the Rock Shelter, or maybe even his 
general, non-rock shelter lithics.] 
 
On Sunday 13th January 1907 BH and Hinton went to Boro’ Green where he met Bennett and 
they walked to the hill-top where they met Filkins. He then walked with Hinton via Wrotham 
Hill to Exdown to get hedgehog skulls. After this he mentions the 8.30 train but gives no details 
about the destination.  
 
Friday was spent in the Museum all day. On Saturday the local hunt met at the Mote (Ightham) 
but it was too frosty and foggy to hunt. They went to River Hill to try and get above the fog.The 
sun shone above 400 feet OD. The frost continued on Sunday 20th January 1907. Monday 
evening however saw conditions revert to more conducive weather though a ‘continental 
gale…’ followed and the temperature again dropped with 17 degrees of frost recorded by BH. 
So cold was it that there was skating on the Fen Pond. 
 
P.178. Copy of a letter from Worthington Smith, dated January 24th 1907 sent with Virchow’s 
book returned to BH. ‘… As for the stones – unlike those of Thenay – they seem to me to be 
mostly artificial. I could of course match all the Pal[?] and Neos’.  BH writes a verse about Sir 
John (Evans) and stone tools in which Sir John agrees with him [about eoliths]. There follows a 
sentence about Tertiary man from a lecture to the H… Natural History Society in 1880, a copy 
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of which was given to BH in 1881.  The poem about Plateau tools continues. In it Mr Smith 
(Worthington) suggests eoliths are ‘fable’. Concludes on P. 179. 
 
P.179. Saturday January 25th again saw a hard frost. BH mentions a trip to Atkins to see the 
books advertised. He found a lot of old books dating from 1550 onwards. This find included 
Camden’s Brittannia and Stows Survey of 1633. Mr McDermott had beaten BH there and 
arranged to take most of the books. 
 
On Sunday 27st January 1907: the writing is difficult to read but the entry mentions the sale of 
Court Lodge.  
 
On Wednesday 30th January Mr Fergusson (of Ightham Mote) visited.  They inspected the old 
volumes among Cobb’s possessions, one of which, in Mr Fergusson’s opinion, would fetch 
£15.00 if some of the plates had not been removed. Atkins was ‘inspected’ but the business, 
could not be concluded as Mr Mc Dermott ‘forestalled’. Mr Fergusson asked BH saying he 
would ‘throw in MSS and folio of Shakespeare 1623’.  
 
The 31st of January remained cold but BH visited Colonel Boulys with whom he talked for 1 
one and a half hours. 
 
P.180. The entry from the previous page continues.  BH writes of the James-Grevis family  who 
it is suggested were connected to the Evelyn family who in turn may be connected with the 
Royal family, so the Colonel may be a cousin of Edward V111, but many times removed. It was 
said that they could trace their lineage back to 1018. One of the James family [possibly one of 
the James’s of Ightham] was a Master of the Horse to Charles I. He was also in exile with 
Charles II when he was in exile. When in Versailles he asked for a memento of the royal horses 
and was given a most beautifully carved stone, which, it is said, was to be worn as an amulet. 
 
BH describes some of the contents of the library, some of which are plates of Dene holes. BH is 
shown a WSB illustrated Bible 
 
P.181.  Continued from the previous page. The Bible was sold to (the) state despite the fact that 
so many of the illuminated letters had been cut out.  
 
There was a severe frost on the Saturday of that week. 
 
The previous Saturday BH met ?... the author of an anecdote that follows, most of which is 
illegible but which seems to recall a meeting between two local people, one of whom is BH 
around the Fenpond area. The observation of the absence of a footpath is noted. 
 
P.182. Continues from the previous page. ‘Oh yes there is. I’ve known it to be a public path for 
near 50 years and my father farmed the land till 1862. Well, I say there is no path and I’ll not 
open it but by authority and I’ll take no thought of Old Benny Harrison ?... . I left him muttering 
and I went my way enjoying’.19  
 
 A newspaper clipping reviewing Mr FJ Bennett’s book about Ightham. This letter, or review, 
mentions ER Lankester’s Kingdom of Man and the fact the writer accepts eoliths as artefacts. 

                                                
19 Throughout the archive there are references to disputed footpaths which BH fought to either 
re-open or maintain as public rights of way 
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P.183. Photographs from newspaper clippings of a Triceratops and an African bull elephant, 
and from the Kent Messenger about the ‘Malling footpaths Question’. 
 
P.184. Small clipping from the Kent Messenger about the Malling Parish Council and the 
footpath question. Dated March 6th 1907.  
 
Entry re: Wealden pebbles from Lingfield: ‘Peace to his memory since he held these dear. Of 
fine and certain … -  proof so clear.  That in the past – the far off past, the former Darent, fresh 
from Wealden heights, brought debris for old Ben to find and ponder over - …’.  
 
The weeks  advertisement for April 5th 1907. This entry is in the form of a poem, which starts 
with mention of the oldest fishmonger in the neighbourhood. The theme is, fish! 
 
P.185. This entry details the feelings of people post-election, with fish and other comestibles, 
being again mentioned and it is, once more, poetry rather than prose. Newspaper clipping 
detailing the fatal cycling accident in which Mr Henry Wilson was killed. He and a Bon Marche 
pantechnicon collided and he died instantly. 
 
P.186. On April 7th 1907, Mr WG Worthington Smith sent BH a copy of Bennett’s book on 
Ightham  book, which he received with great pleasure stating that he judged it to be a ‘valuable 
work’on which he was pleased to give his opinion.  He states that he wished it had been 
published ten years previously. BH’s reply is a poem, entitled ‘Ten Years Service’ and is almost 
illegible, though his thoughts, as is almost inevitably the case, turn to eoliths. He communicates 
his sense of exclusion from what was by then becoming mainstream thought on eoliths, thus: 
‘… stop dat knocking, let me in…’ one of the repeated lines of the chorus of this poem 
communicates his feeling of being shut out of academic circles that, by the early 20th century 
dismissed eoliths as being wrought by human agency. BH continued to ‘knock’ for the rest of 
his life, but eoliths and his views regarding them faced a growing bulwark of disbelief.   
 
An entry in red ink on the inner margin, about life not being all a clean game of skittles. 
 
P.187.  The continuation of the poem from the previous page on the theme of knocking on a 
door with no response.  
 
P.188. Two printed entries, one about the conclusion of the election which allows people to 
return to their domestic concerns, especially to thoughts about food. The other is a review of 
essays on the evolution of culture by Lt General lane Fox Pitt-Rivers, edited by Henry Balfour. 
 
P.189. Small clipping about FJ Bennett’s book about Ightham. Obituary for Captain Bennett (? 
A relative of FJ Bennett) who had crossed the channel over 30,000 times.  
 
Part of an envelope from WG Smith, with BH’s name but addressed to him at ‘The Palaeolithic 
House, Ightham’.  BH adds a commentary below to the effect that he would designate it ‘Eo’ 
rather than ‘Pal’.  
 
An almost unreadable entry, which concerns the return of Bell whom BH saw  together with a 
pack of yelping dogs. 
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P.190. A bucolic, poem about nature and Ightham, it’s changing nature and the loss of 
neighbours.  
 
Records the death of Mrs Handcock of Woodlands whilst absent from England. This may be the 
spur that prompted the poem about Ightham, loss of neighbours and change. 
 
P.191. A newspaper review of FJ Bennett’s 1907 book about Ightham. A copy of Worthington 
Smith’s thoughts on the subject of knowledge: ‘I have read the print of Eolithic matter and it 
seems to me to be bad. The illustrations are also bad as possible. Baden Powell’s absolutely 
pitiful. The evidence seems to me all against eoliths as is placed before the problem’. BH’s 
response to this indictment of eoliths is in poetic form.  
 

Shall I wasting in despair  
Die because friend Smith’s not fair  
Or work pale in my chair with care 
Cause his rulings adverse air  
If he be not true to me  
What can I him ?... he  
Be he clear as the day  
Or as bright as sunny May  
If he but a scrapper be  
Eave a alf a brick at he. 

 
P.192. Another poem, dated April 30th (1907) entitled ‘Men of Kent’ and sent to Malyan This 
little gem is about cricket.  
 
A newspaper clipping, with a photograph about the late Captain John Whitmore Bennett, he of 
multiple channel-crossings fame. 
 
P.193. An entry, the title of which may reflect BH’s state of mind at this time of his life ‘Is life 
Worth Living’  [taken from Francis Ellingwood Abbot’s Collected Essays, book 1 p.140]20 and 
who deemed that life with a purpose should be considered worthy. BH clearly made a 
connection with Abbot, and his one-time Unitarian philosophy.  
 
A poem of two verses, almost certainly prompted by reading Abbot’s work. It is almost 
unreadable but seems to be optimistic in tone and loaded with metaphorical references to weeds 
and flowers and asking again the question ‘Is life worth living?’  He mentions the worthiness of 
Boyd Dawkins and Evans (both eolith sceptics), but ends with an affirmative, which may 
suggest that he accepts their point of view as worthy, even if misguided. 
 
P.194. BH sent a ?polecat [a fossilised skull from the Basted fissure] to Abbott following which 
he received a letter asking him to send it to EJ Newton. Dated May 5th 1907 
 
Also dated May 5th 1901, a poem entitled ‘On a Polecat’s Skull from Fissure’ follows. It 
continues to the following page (195). 

                                                
20 Abbot 1836-1903, Boston USA espoused Unitarianism, a protestant form of particular sect of 
early Christianity, Arianism, only later to reject it (Unitarianism) and develop his own version 
of religious belief. He rejected all dogma and thought that the truth was open to all, and later 
belief based on scientific method 
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On May 11th 1907 the temperature rose to 78 degrees F. BH spent the whole day in his museum 
only coming downstairs at 6.30 to see Miss Kemsley who was waiting to see him. Another 
poem follows, this time seasonal, about a glorious day in May. 
 
P.195. The poem from the previous page concludes only to be followed by another one, this 
time about cricket at Lords, and ‘Old Pip’ who was bowling. Another poem, entitled ‘Ben’s 
Lay’ a parody of the dramatic poem  ‘The lays of Ancient Rome’ composed by Thomas 
Babbington Macaulay whilst in the jungles of the Nilgherry Hills in South India. The entry is 
dated May 14th 1907.  
 
A poetic account of a Monday in Catford when Northampton ‘…did its best’. Once more 
cricket exerts its influence on BH. 
 
P.196. An obituary of the Late Rev JJ Hunt, for 29 years the Vicar of Otford, with a photograph 
below which is another clipping about Auberon Herbert’s figure stones found in the New 
Forest. AH was a devotee of WM Newton, a Kent adherent to the idea of these stones having 
been modified to make images of humans and animals. The poem on a cricketing theme 
continues to P 197. 
 
P.197.  Dated May 23rd 1907, this entry deals with a letter by Abbott on cob nuts. This is also in 
poetry rather than prose. Yet another poem, written on the same day, follows. This time the 
metaphor is gardening. Almost inevitably the gardening theme gives way to that of ‘stones’, 
which continues to P.198. 
 
P. un-numbered. The somewhat bucolic, garden-themed poem continues. 
 
P.198.  BH records an intense storm, but does not give an exact date.   
 
On Sunday May 25th 1907, BH received a letter from FJ Bennett regretting the fact that he did 
not join the group making a trip, described as a ‘pilgrimage’ to the home of Dag.. (definitely not 
Darwin). BH declined owing to the ‘… oppressive weather’.  
 
Another poem follows about a willing old house (his own). 
 
P.199. The last few pages are un-numbered and read from the back of the volume. An 1899 
flyer for a Geological Society meeting held at the Joseph Williamson Mathematical School in 
Rochester at which BH presented the most recent research on eoliths. The other speakers 
include JJ Walker, GF Chambers, Professor Boulger and J Hepworth. 
 
A newspaper clipping about East Dean and the Sussex Downs. The prolific crop of blackberries 
is noted, much of which was usually exported to Brittany. 
 
A newspaper clipping about the election of Sir Henry Howorth, to be a Fellow of the Royal 
Society, despite the opposition of Professor E Ray Lankester. The election of Alfred Russel 
Wallace at the same meeting is described as ‘tardy’. The election of Wallace, it is claimed here, 
represents the loss of the ‘Baconian ideal’. 
 
A copy of part of the work of Peter Ibbotsen on gardens and insects. This continues to the 
following page. 
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P.201. Obituary of Walter Monckton JP, whose funeral took place in Wrotham church.   
 
A newspaper clipping of a photograph of a beaver in the act of felling a tree. 
 
A newspaper clipping of some poetry on the War. The author is Mr GF Bradby, a schoolmaster 
from Rugby school. [The Boer war almost certainly.] 
 
An obituary of George MacDonald, a novelist, poet and preacher. 
 
Drawing of an eolith, several views. 
 
A copy of a verse of Browning’s poetry about welcoming each rebuff, an experience with 
which BH was most familiar in relation to eoliths. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This concludes Volume 23 of the Benjamin Harrison archive held at the Maidstone Museum. 
 
 
Angela Muthana, 1 February 2016. 
 
 


